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Increasing demand for antibiotics, and increasing antibiotic resistance, have led to the
investigation of possible novel antibiotics by many researchers. For this purpose, experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to draw scientists’ attention to antimicrobial peptides and their interaction with the surface of bacterial membranes. Their
ability to disrupt the functioning of bacterial membranes has been probed from different
perspectives. The most desirable antimicrobial peptides are those which do not harm plant
or animals’ membranes but which disrupt bacterial membranes. It has been found that some
cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) satisfy these requirements. CAMPs interacting
with the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria and the membrane of gram-positive
bacteria have been studied recently. We conducted a Molecular Dynamics simulation study
of peptide-peptide interactions in physiological solutions and investigated the mechanism
of CAMPs aggregation, since aggregation of the peptides may precede their interaction
with the membrane. Different algorithms are applied to calculate the potential mean force
of the aggregation process of peptides to select the most efficient one. Also, we have run
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments to measure the peptide-peptide binding
enthalpy. The particular CAMP studied is HHC-36, a peptide selected by high throughput
screening [26, 89, 105] which has nine amino acid residues and charge +5 in natural units.
We examined our chosen simulation techniques, i.e., the OFR (oscillating forwardreverse) and the FR (forward-reverse) methods [93, 121], analysis methods, i.e., bincrossing [69] and binpassing [120]methods, and with a simple model of sodium-sodium in bulk
water observed attractive interactions between two similarly charged ions [69]. We proposed [162] a simpler version of McMillan-Mayer theory [112] of solution using a semigrand canonical ensemble. We extended the theory and derived the enthalpy second virial
coefficient B H from the semi-grand osmotic second virial coefficient Be and linked the MD
simulation results to the ITC experimental results. We found a good agreement between
the theoretical and the experimental values of Be and B H (reported in Sec. 5.3.2) for the
system of binary benzene-benzene in water as this system has an intermediate complexity

between the systems of sodium-sodium in bulk and HHC-36 peptide-peptide in physiological solution. We carried out a series of MD (molecular dynamic) simulations to calculate
the PMF (potential of mean force) of HHC-36 binary peptide-peptide interactions in wae and estimated the theoretical B H ,
ter at two temperatures of 295 and 325 K, extracted B,
which has factor of 40 discrepancy from the experimental B H obtained from the ITC experiments. Studies [157] have shown that the ITC experiments have statistical errors caused
by the ITC machine which we do not have the option to change. On the theoretical side, we
hope to reduce the discrepancy between theory and experiment by reducing the simulation
statistical error bars by performing longer simulation runs and enhancing the sampling.
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Chapter 1
Literature Review
“Start by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible; and suddenly you are doing
the impossible.” Francis of Assisi

1.1

Introduction

When Sir Alexander Fleming discovered the germ-killing characteristic of the “mold
juice”, he did not know how people would use these antibiotics in the future. The term “antibiotic” [170] was first used by Selman Waksman, a biochemist-microbiologist, in 1947.
A large percent of the world population has filled a prescription to use antibiotics after
visiting a physician’s office. Nowadays people are used to taking antibiotics for curing a
variety of ailments. Cars et al. [21] compared the usage of antibiotics in different European
countries. France was the front runner and Penicillin is the favourite type (Fig 1.1). Also,
Patrick et al. [129] compared antibiotic consumption for several years in British Columbia
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(Canada) and European countries. This study showed that the antibiotic consumption in
BC was relatively lower than that of European countries between 1996 to 2000 based on
the difference in seasonality, age, and sex distribution in BC and European countries (Fig
1.2).
Some of the common topical antibiotics are erythromycin, clindamycin, gentamycin,
and tetracyclin. The antibiotics are medically used for the treatment of bacterial and protozoan infection, e.g., metronidazole, effective against parasitics, immunomodulation, e.g.,
tetracycline, effective in periodontal inflammation, and dapsone, effective in autoimmune
diseases. Most antibiotics aim to disrupt bacterial growth or bacterial function. According to their chemical structure, mechanism of action, or spectrum of activity, they are
categorized into two classes : (i) those targeting protein synthesis, i.e., tetracycline, (ii)
those attacking the cell membrane, i.e., polymyxins, or the bacterial cell wall, i.e., penicillins. Furthermore, they are classified based on their target specificity into two groups :
(i) “broad-spectrum” antibiotics, which target a broad range of bacteria, and (ii) “narrowspectrum” antiobiotics, which affect specific types of bacteria, i.e, Gram-negative or Grampositive bacteria. Having said that, inappropriate antibiotic treatment and consumption
yield antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Overusing antibiotics, i.e., penicillin and erythromycin,
contributes to increases in bacterial strains, and consequently bacteria become unresponsive to treatment. Using antibiotics can have side effects even when they are consumed in
a prescribed dosage, i.e., the risk of liver effects, blood damage, hearing or kidney damage,
lowering the number of blood platelets, etc. However, it is inevitable to use antibiotics for
infections and inflammations.

1.2

Antimicrobial Peptides (AMPs) Era

The increasing demand for antibiotics contributed to the investigation of possible novel
antibiotics by many researchers due to the target specificity characteristic of most of the
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Figure 1.1: Variation in antibiotic use in the European Union [21].

traditional antibiotics. Antimicrobial peptides with antibacterial, antifungal and antiviral
activities, known as the host defense, have drawn attention ( [6], [131], [151], [182], [127],
[140], [18], [111]) to the interactions , i.e., electrostatic interactions [110], [184], [147],
[62], of peptides with the surfaces of membranes, in particular bacterial membranes, and
the mechanisms for disrupting the activity of a bacterial cell.

1.2.1

Cationic Antimicrobial Peptides (CAMPs)

Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs), as part of the host defense and well known
for their rapid microbe-killing action [64], are the best possible choice due to their unique
abilities to direct their activities and functioning against the microbe membranes in a way
that does not harm plant or animals membranes [63], [14], [132], [60]. A more general
and relatively simple mode of selectivity and less dependence on specific protein receptors enhance the bactericidal functionality of CAMPs. They are produced by practically
all species of life and designed by muticellular organisms, which leads to their minimal
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Figure 1.2: Median antibiotic consumption in British Columbia (BC) and Europe from
1996 to 2000 [129].

morbidity to the host and to the defense of the host cells against the bacteria. They are classified into three different categories of conformation based on their secondary structure,
i.e., amphipathic α-helices, β-structures, loop and extended structures, and typically do
not form a tertiary structure which can limit their functional specialization. Consequently,
the lengths of these peptides vary between 12 to 100 amino acids, including 2 to 9 basic
residues of arginine or lysine which, having positive charges, promotes their affinity for
water and hydrophilicity.
The presence of alanine, lysine and leucine promote the stability of the peptides with
helix structure. Zelezetsky et al. [185] found that the number of hydrophobic amino acids,
i.e., phenylalanine, tryptophan, alanine, leucine, and isoleucine, in the sequence can not
exceed two due to steric effects. Takahashi et al. [34] found that the peptides with αhelix structure may not hold the α-helical conformation in solution, but prefer to change
to an α-helix conformation in the presence of a membrane. We infer that having a helix
structure enhances the bactericidal function and the target-selectivity of CAMPs. However, Zelezetsky and colleagues [185] concluded that strengthening the helix structure may
generate activity against host cells.
The presence of 2 to 10 cysteine residues, enabling the formation of disulfide bridges,
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stabilizes the structure of the β-sheet family of CAMPs . Most of the cationic antimicrobial
peptides of this family, which are present in a wide range of species, i.e., vertebrate animals
and plants, are classified in a category of peptides known as β-defensins [55], [150]. Yang
and colleagues [178] ascertained that regulation of some of the immune system functions
and acute tissue inflammations can be listed as defensins activities [178], [150].
It is believed that the charge, hydrophobicity and amphipathicity are some of the factors
leading to the antimicrobial activity of cationic peptides. Having said that, as CAMPS
and bacteria evolve together in different environments, over time it is highly probable that
the effectiveness of antimicrobial peptides will deteriorate as bacteria grow more resistant
against CAMPs. However, at the present time, they have the advantage and are winning
the battle against many of the drug-resistant infectious bacteria. Furthermore, they are less
poisonous to the host cells. These peptides have a significant role in the arrangement and
function of internal immune responses of mammals, insects and amphibians. Because in
general a bacterial cell membrane has more negative charges in the outer leaflet compared
to a mammalian cell membrane, they are potentially more attracted to CAMPs. Gramnegative bacteria have phosphatidylglycerol and cardiolipin lipids in the inner membrane,
similar to the plasma membrane of gram-positive bacteria, and lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
in the outer membrane, resulting in a cell-wall with a higher negative charge and thus more
attractive to the host defence peptide, which promotes the target selectivity characteristic
of CAMPs.
1.2.1.i

The Mechanisms of CAMPs’ Activity

The mechanisms of activity for CAMPs have been the subject of many hypotheses.
Their attractive electrostatic interaction with the outer membrane of gram negative bacteria
results from the bonds between the negatively charged surface of the membrane and a
cationic peptide ( [126], Fig1.3). In addition, the interaction of CAMPs with the acyl
chains of the phospholipids in the membrane is based on the fact that CAMPs possess
a non-polar (hydrophobic) section. Tolokh et al. [158] showed that, (i), the release of
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counterions from the electric double layers and, (ii), the decrease in the amount of polarized
water sandwiched between the charged surfaces of the peptide and the membrane promote
the peptide-membrane interaction. Also, studies [54], [113], [136] have indicated that as
the concentration of cations in the solution elevates, the peptide-membrane electrostatic
attractive interactions will be counteracted. As a consequence of these interactions, either
membrane barriers get disrupted or these peptides traverse the membrane (Fig 1.5 ) to attack
a cytosolic target. The strength of the interaction plays a significant role in the permeability
of the peptide in the membrane. The penetration of the membrane may result in pore
formation and then the cell lysis process. There will be a disturbance in the activity of a
cytoplasmic membrane and a bacterial membrane will be fatally depolarized; the cellular
contents will leak out due to the physical hole created by the peptides. Also, there are some
peptides that just traverse the membrane and get into the cytoplasm without perturbing
the membrane activity. This can cause the death of the bacterial cell, by an intracellar
mechanism [26].

Figure 1.3: The cationic antimicrobial peptide (Cationic AMPs or CAMPs) sensor (antimicrobial peptides sensor or APsS) and regulator (antimicrobial peptides regulator or APsR)
are shown on the left in purple color [126].
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1.3

The Goal of This Study

The subject of this study is a cationic antimicrobial peptide “HHC-36 ” [26] (Fig 1.4),
one of the most potent peptides, which was discovered and synthesized through quantitative
structure activity relationship (QSAR) modeling and high-throughput peptide screening
as a high potential substitute for traditional antibiotics. HHC-36 was examined for its
higher antimicrobial activity against multi-drug resistant, superbugs and pathogens such as
Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumonia and Entrococcus. HHC-36
is composed of three arginines, two lysines, and four tryptophans (KRWWKWWRR).

Figure 1.4: A snapshot of HHC-36 in physiological solution. The blue and yellow spheres
represents Cl− and N a+ ions, respectively.

HHC-36 and its cysteinylated version (Tet213: KRWWKWWRRC) was loaded onto
calcium phosphate coated Ti implants [89] or inserted into TiO2 nanotubes [105] to prevent peri-implant infections which is one of the main complications of orthopaedic implants. HHC-36 showed a bacteria killing efficiency of 99% [105] after 4 hours of culture
and a slow and consistent release over 7 days with minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC)
of 1.4-2.9 uM [88]. Kazemzadeh-Narbat et al. [88] loaded HHC-36 into a TiO2 nanotube,
which functions as an orthopaedic implant coating, and found relatively robust electrostatic
and van der Waals interactions, which was initially interpreted as physical adsorption due
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to titanium dioxide by Ellingsen [49] . Hancock’s group [87] investigated the feasibility of
adding a micro-porous CaP (calcium phosphate) coating, which can promote bone growth
onto the orthopaedic implant [97], [98], on a titanium surface to play the role of a carrier to
deliver the cysteinylated version of HHC-36. The result of the peptide activity evaluation
was positive and confirmed its inhibitory activity versus antibiotic-resistant bacteria. The
assumption is that the direct interaction of HHC-36 with the membrane results in drastically reducing the electric potential and ionic gradient across the membrane. This can result
from the formation of channels in the membrane which allow water and ions to freely pass
through the membrane and promote the disruption of the membrane. The positive attributes
of HHC-36 can be listed as follows:
1. the MICs (minimal inhibitory concentration) of 0.3 to 11 µM [26] were shown to be effective concentrations for these antimicrobial peptides, which are much less than generally
used MICs of 10-76 µM [26].
2. the chosen peptide was evaluated for toxicity, with the result showing minimal red blood
cell lysis for concentrations up to 251 µM , emphasizing their pathogen-specificity. Also,
the cytotoxicity level in a metabolically active cell was very low.
The high number of tryptophans in such a short peptide with only nine residues promotes HHC-36 to an amphipathic peptide with high positive charge and rich in tryptophans. Studies have shown that the abundance of tryptophan, proline, glycine, arginine,
and histidine can contribute to the lack of the aforementioned classic structures [160]. This
explains the flexible structural shape of HHC-36 [123]. Previous studies have shown that
tryptophan preferentially settles at the interfacial section of phospholipid membranes [148].
Scientists [181], [156] hypothesized that the insertion of tryptophan’s flat rigid shape and
the rigid indole ring into the membrane is entropically unfavourable. Having said that, the
indole ring has a significant role in forming non-covalent cation-π interactions, which are
hypothetically responsible for the activity and selectivity of potassium channels [44] and
occur between the side chains of arginine and tryptophan, thus determining the structure
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Figure 1.5: Antimicrobial peptides: pore formers (shown here) or metabolic inhibitors in
bacteria [18].

and function of the peptide. Studies [117] have indicated that cation-π complexes involving
arginine favour a parallel orientation as a consequence of the interaction between cationic
side-chains of the positively charged residue and the π electron system in the indole ring
of tryptophan. Hence, a cation-π complex rests in a membrane-parallel orientation and the
cationic residues lie on top of a tryptophan residue to shield it from water by making hydrogen bonds with water molecules. It is tryptophan’s role to interact with the membrane at
the interface or while inserted in it (Fig 1.5). The structure and dynamics of HHC-36 have
been studied by Nichols et al. [123], and it is highly probable that HHC-36 has a similar
distinctive structure and interaction with the anionic membrane head-groups as Minoux et
al. [117] explained.
Considering the advantages of HHC-36 [26], [105] over traditional antibiotics, and
based on the CAMPs-membrane interactions and also considering the co-operative mechanisms with which CAMPs attack bacterial membranes, e.g., aggregating in the solution
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and attacking the membrane, one might wonder about the interactions between HHC-36
molecules in solution as peptide-peptide interactions may underpin the bactericidal process,e.g., the formation of pores by CAMPs. Most self-assembling peptides have a common
property of consisting of hydrophobic residues, which have a significant role in driving the
aggregation process, in addition to a couple of polar or charged amino acid residues in their
sequence, which contributes to their solubility [114]. However, the final secondary and
tertiary structures of the associated peptides are determined by the position of the charged
residues in the sequence, and yield the formation of three groups: (i) univalent peptides
which are the ones containing single-charge-type residues [138], [114], [139], [13] [56],
(ii) multivalent peptides which are composed of oppositely charged residues [1], [2], [179],
[183], [108], [149], and (iii) peptide amphiphiles which have a hydrophobic stretch attached to a hydrophilic domain [125], [137], [70], [99], [17], [86], [145], [109], [3], [65],
[52], [31]. Peptide-peptide interactions have been extensively examined by different experimental techniques, i.e., isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) [9], [84] [85], x-ray crystallography [115], [176] , nuclear magnetic resonance [24].
The significant thermodynamic parameter in the context of studying the interaction of
two peptide molecules in solution is the free energy change which here is defined to be the
change in solution free energy while one peptide is transferred from an initial faraway state
to the vicinity of the other peptide, which is the final state. Miller et al. [116] and Mondal
et al. [77] investigated the self-assembly of β-peptides with ten residues and two models
with a globally amphiphilic (GA) sequence, which self-assemble into long cylinders, and
a non-GA sequence which also self-assembles into long cylinders , and in particular studied the free energy of two-body and many-body associations with a coarse-grained model
and square-well potential, using implicit and explicit solvent models. They studied different orientational angles, and found that the minimum of the free energy occurs when two
molecules’ side chains face each other and interact. There are other peptides, i.e., alamethicin [103], and protegrin-1 (18-residue cationic β-hairpin) [168], which have also been
studied theoretically by molecular dynamic simulation (MD).
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1.4

Summary of New Contributions

The main objective of this study is to obtain insight and a comprehensive knowledge
of HHC-36 peptide-peptide interactions in physiological solution. To achieve this goal, we
planned to broaden our perspective and combine experimental and theoretical techniques.
This study is composed of three main parts, theory, experiments, and simulation. This study
is composed of three main parts, theory, experiments, and simulation. This chapter contains a summary of reviews and goals of the study. Chapter 2 contains a new and simpler
derivation of the two McMillan-Mayer (MM) theorems and completely new virial expansions for various thermodynamics potential, e.g., the enthalpy which is properly discussed
in Ch. 3. MM themselves discuss only the osmotic pressure virial expansion. Chapter 3 includes our new interpretation of the thermodynamics underlying the ITC experiment. This
contains the first virial analysis of the measurement of the enthalpy of mixing. Chapter 4
reviews simulation protocols and the methods we used in our study. Chapter 5 contains
new experimental results of the enthalpy second virial coefficient for HHC-36 in physiological solution. It also includes new simulation results for the osmotic pressure and
enthalpy second virial coefficients of HHC-36 in physiological solution and benzene in
water. Experimental and theoretical of the osmotic pressure and enthalpy virial coefficients
are compared for benzene in water. For HHC-36 in physiological solution, we compared
the experimental and theoretical enthalpy virial coefficient. Unfortunately, there is no experimental data for the osmotic pressure virial coefficient to compare with the theoretical
one. Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and some remarks possible future works.
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Chapter 2
McMillan-Mayer Theory Revisited
”It is a task of statistical mechanics to relate the thermodynamics of solutions to the
properties of the molecules that compose them.” Zimm 1946

Intermolecular forces play a significant role in the study of real gas and liquid behaviours. Relating intermolecular forces to thermodynamic second virial coefficients is
a useful way to assess the nature of solute interaction and aggregation in solution. The
pairwise interaction sheds light on the solution behavioural studies such as aggregation,
purification, and crystallization. As the simplest example, the equation of state for an infinitely dilute or ideal gas, p = ρkB T , becomes
p
∂p/ρkB T
=1+
ρkB T
∂ρ

!

1
ρ+
2!
T,ρ=0

∂ 2 p/ρkB T
∂ρ2

!

ρ2 + ...,

(2.1)

T,ρ=0

as the concentration or number density ρ = N/V increases, where N is the number of
molecules and V the system volume. This series expansion is known as the virial expansion. Here p is the pressure, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T the temperature. For the
pressure the Taylor expansion for p in terms of molecular properties is found from statistical
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mechanics and one finds [67],
p
= 1 + B gas (T )ρ + C gas (T )ρ2 + ...,
ρkB T

(2.2)

where B gas (T ), C gas (T ), etc are known as the first, second gas virial coefficients. The series is often valid for T & TC , where TC is the critical temperature. The virial coefficients
B gas (T ), C gas (T ), etc. depend on the intermolecular forces; for example B gas (T ), the second virial coefficient (SVC), reflects the nature of the pairwise interaction. The SVC sign
and magnitude describe the nature of the net two-body interactions. A positive B shows
dominance of the repulsive interaction, and a negative B reflects dominance of the attractive interaction between two molecules; see Fig. 2.1 for a plot of B vs T for a monatomic
gas. For a one-component classical monatomic gas the SVC is (H.D. Ursell (1927), J. E.
Mayer (1937), and T. L. Hill(1957) [67])
B

gas


1 Z  −βu(r)
(T ) = −
e
− 1 d~r,
2

(2.3)

where β = 1/kB T and u(r) is the pair potential. As u(r) is spherically symmetric, we can
R

write the integral d~r... =

R∞
0

4πr2 dr... .

For liquid solutions, McMillan and Mayer [112] used the grand-canonical ensemble to
prove two theorems:
MMI: For a solution with any number of components, the solvent variables in the partition
function can be “integrated out” leaving an effective partition function for the solutes only.
The effective potentials entering the effective partition function are the true solute-solute
potentials plus contributions induced by the averaged-out solvent. These total effective
potentials are PMFs (potential of mean force).
MMII: Using the results of MMI, the osmotic pressure π of a solution can be developed
in a virial series in the solute concentration cA = NA /V , where NA is the number of Asolute molecules and V is the total volume. The osmotic virial coefficients have the same
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Figure 2.1: Second virial coefficient B(T ) for Helium gas.The region B(T ) < 0 describes states where attractive forces dominate while repulsive interactions dominate in
the B(T ) > 0 region. The experimental unit cm3 /mol is related to the theorists’ unit Å3
by 1cm3 /mol = 1.6 Å3 (Data from [45]).

formulas as the gas virial coefficients, with solute PMFs replacing solute vacuum potentials.
We assume for simplicity here a binary solution AB, with A the solute (e.g. benzene) and
B the solvent (e.g. water). One finds for π,
π
= 1 + B osm (T )cA + ...
cA kB T

.

(2.4)

In Fig.2.2 we show an experimental B osm vs T for polystyrene in solution. B osm (T ) also
depends on the solvent and its density . From statistical mechanics one finds, analogous to
(2.5) ,
B

osm


1 Z  −βw(r)
e
− 1 d~r,
(T ) = −
2

(2.5)

where w(r) is the potential of mean force (PMF) for a pair of solute molecule in an infinitely
dilute solution, which is discussed in the introductory chapter of this thesis. The PMF w(r)
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Figure 2.2: Osmotic second virial coefficient for polystyrene (C8 H8 )n in decalin solution
where n =10000, [10].

describes the effective interaction of two isolated solute molecules in the solvent. It can be
related to a more general PMF w(~r Ω1 Ω2 ), which describes the effective interaction as a
function of solute-solute separation ~r and solute molecule orientations Ω1 and Ω2 by
D

e−βw(r) = e−βw(~r Ω1 Ω2 )

E
Ω1 Ω2

,

(2.6)

where h· · ·iΩ1 Ω2 is the unweighted average over all orientations of the two solute molecules.
w(~r Ω1 Ω2 ) can be related similarly to an average over the internal (vibrational) coordinates
Q1 and Q2 , of the more detailed PMF w(~r, Ω1 , Ω2 , Q1 , Q2 ); here Qi denotes the complete
set of vibrational coordinates of molecule i. We will usually be interested only in w(r),
which can be simulated directly.
In the system studied by us, dilute HHC-36 peptide in solution, the solute is the HHC36 peptide (which is positively charged) and the solvent is an electrolyte mixture of water
and ions. Thus, our solvent B is really a water-ions mixture. As the salt equilibrates around
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the solute molecules, the HHC36-HHC36 ion-ion interaction is screened (Debye screening)
so that we can assume the HHC36-HHC36 PMF w(r) is short-ranged, which is necessary
for the virial expansion. McMillan and Mayer [112] worked out the theory of the osmotic
pressure for solutions under fixed volume, temperature, and solute and solvent chemical
potential conditions, representing a grand canonical ensemble.
One of the most important properties of a bioactive substance in aqueous solution is the
enthalpy of dilution or mixing, which sheds light on the solute-solute (via the second virial
coefficient) and solute-solvent (via the first virial coefficient) interactions. Prediction of
thermodynamic properties of the mixture is demanding using the grand canonical ensemble, and we seek an alternative, simpler, approach to solution theory somewhat different
from McMillan-Mayer [112]. We consider a solution under semi-grand canonical ensemble conditions (fixed solute number, solvent chemical potential, temperature, and volume)
and have derived virial expansions for various properties. For the binding enthalpy of dilute
solutions, in a later chapter we compare the results of experimental and theoretical virial
coefficients. We calculate the second virial coefficient from simulation data, and compare
with experimental values measured by our group [123]. As we have mentioned, a statistical
mechanical expression for the osmotic second virial coefficient (for the osmotic pressure)
was derived by McMillan and Mayer [112]. Our calculation is the first for the second virial
coefficient B H for the excess enthalpy (heat of mixing), and also the first virial coefficient
AH for the excess enthalpy. For gases and for dilute solutions the first virial coefficient for
the pressure (or osmotic pressure) has the trivial value unity, but for other properties such
as the excess enthalpy we shall see that A 6= 1.

2.1

Thermodynamics of a Binary Mixture

In this section, the first two osmotic virial coefficients for the osmotic pressure, Aπ ≡
Aosm = 1 and B π ≡ B osm (denoted Be later in this chapter), will first be derived from
statistical mechanics. The virial coefficient measured by us in Chapter 3 is B H (p, T ), the
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enthalpy second virial coefficient, where T is the temperature and p the pressure. In section
2.1.1 we use thermodynamics to derive the relation between B π and B H .

2.1.1

Statistical Mechanical Expression for Helmholtz Free Energy of
Mixture F(NA , NB , T, V)

We will study a binary mixture in the canonical ensemble, assuming pairwise additive
potentials. The motion is considered classically and the energy includes both kinetic and
potential energy terms. The total energy or Hamiltonian of the system, consisting of NA +
NB molecules, is a function of all positions and momenta. This Hamiltonian H for a binary
A, B mixture is
H=

NA
X

NB
X
pi 2
pi 2
NA NB
+
+ U (~rA
, ~rB ),
2m
2m
A
B
i=1
i=1

(2.7)

where p~i is the momentum of molecule i, mA is the mass of an A-molecule etc, and the
total potential energy is assumed to be given as a sum of AA, BB and AB pairwise terms,

U



NA NB
, ~rB
~rA



=

NA
X
i<j

uAA (rij ) +

NB
X

uBB (rij ) +

i<j

X
ij

uAB (rij )
(2.8)

≡ UAA + UBB + UAB .
In reality, in most cases of interest, the solvent-solvent (BB), solute-solute (AA) and solutesolvent (AB) pair potentials uBB (rij ) etc. depend on molecular orientations Ωi and Ωj , as
well as intermolecular separation rij , but we will not indicate this explicitly in the notation.
We also assume for notational simplicity that the molecules are rigid, but we will also
include the effect of non-rigidity in the final results. The final results are independent of
these assumptions [162]. For a binary mixture of solute (A) and solvent (B) molecules, the
total partition function Z thus includes both kinetic and configuration parts (we neglect for
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now molecular rotational and vibrational modes as discussed), and is
Z(NA , NB , T, V ) =
Z
NA NA N B NB
1
d~rA NA d~pA NA d~rB NB d~pB NB e−βH(~rA p~A ,~rB p~B ) ,
(3N
+3N
)
B
NA !NB !h A

(2.9)

where h is Planck’s constant. Note that Z is dimensionless. The kinetic parts can be
evaluated analytically giving
A
B Z
N
N
Λ−3N
Λ−3N
NA
NB −βU (~
A
B
rA A ,~
rB B )
d~rA
d~rB
e
,
Z(NA , NB , T, V ) =
NA !NB !

(2.10)

where the single A-molecule kinetic part is represented by
ΛA =

h
1

,

(2.11)

(2πmA kB T ) 2

NA NB
, ~rB ) is defined by (2.8). The
the thermal wavelength of an A-molecule, and U (~rA

Helmholtz free energy of the mixture F (NA , NB , T, V ) is given by
F (NA , NB , T, V ) = −kB T ln Z(NA , NB , T, V ),

(2.12)

where Z is given by (2.9).
We will extend the Landau-Liftshitz [96] and Van Kampen [163] methods for virial
expansions for gases to derive the corresponding solution virial coefficients for our system
consisting of dilute peptides in physiological solution. Corresponding to the states of the
ITC experiments carried out by our group [123], the PMF for the peptide-peptide pair
interaction has been generated by simulation in Chapter 4. In statistical mechanics, the
virial coefficients are calculated from the PMF as in (2.5). Also, statistical mechanics
is capable of calculating the binding Helmholtz free energy which is thermodynamically
related to the binding enthalpy. As discussed later in Ch.(3) , the changes in the binding
enthalpy are the outputs of an ITC experiment due to solute concentration changes.
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Virial coefficients can be defined for any thermodynamic property through a Taylor
expansion in concentration, and hence the enthalpy of mixing can be expanded in such a
virial series. The virial coefficients are extracted from simulations which are carried out
under canonical ensemble conditions. This means that number of molecules, volume and
temperature of the system are constant during the simulation. However ITC experiments
have been run under fixed temperature and pressure conditions. Working theoretically with
a constant pressure ensemble is not simple, so we will use thermodynamics instead to
connect theory (constant volume) and experiment (constant pressure). Consequently, some
corrections are required to relate the quantities obtained from simulation and experiment,
as we discuss.

2.1.2

Transformation to the Semi-grand Canonical Ensemble

As stated earlier, McMillan and Mayer [112] worked in the grand canonical ensemee
ble. Its partition function Z(µ
A , µB , T, V ) is related to the canonical partition function

Z(NA , NB , T, V ) given earlier in (2.9) by the double Laplace transformation
e
Z(µ
A , µB , T, V ) =
e

XX

eβµA NA eβµB NB Z(NA , NB , T, V ),

(2.13)

NA NB

where µA and µB are the chemical potentials of the solute and solvent species, respectively.
e
The corresponding grand potential Fe (µA , µB , T, V ) (usually denoted Ω) is related to the

Helmholtz free energy F (NA , NB , T, V ) by the double Legendre transformation
Fe = F − µA NA − µB NB .
e

(2.14)

(Strictly we should write average numbers N A and N B in the thermodynamic relation
(2.14), but for large systems the difference between N (the fixed canonical ensemble value)
and N (the grand canonical ensemble average value) can be neglected.) A version with
constant (N = NA +NB , µB −µA , p, T ) has been used in computer simulations [92], [118].
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We will find it much simpler to work with a semi-grand canonical ensemble, with partie
tion function Z(N
A , µB , T, V ) defined by a single Laplace transformation of Z(NA , NB , T, V ),

e
Z(N
A , µB , T, V ) =

X

eβµB NB Z(NA , NB , T, V ),

(2.15)

NB

and corresponding semi-grand potential Fe (NA , µB , T, V ) which is related to the Helmholtz
free energy F (NA , NB , T, V ) by the single Legendre transformation
Fe = F − µB NB .

(2.16)

Semi-grand ensembles have been used occasionally previously. Hill ( [68], p.342) introduces the one we use, i.e. grand with respect to solvent only, and also introduces ( [68],
p.363) an ensemble grand with respect to the solute only, which is used to discuss light
scattering from solutions. Kodytek [91] introduces the same semi-grand ensemble as we
do (grand with respect to solvent) and derives the first McMillan-Mayer theorem. Our
derivation of this theorem is simpler than his since we use the semi-grand ensemble to define PMFs, whereas he uses the canonical ensemble. We also give a simple virial expansion
of the semi-grand potential Fe , which Kodytek [91] does not do. Once we have the virial
expansion for Fe , we apply thermodynamic transformations to obtain virial expansions of
other properties. From (2.16) and the standard expression for dF
dF = −SdT − pdV + µA dNA + µB dNB ,

(2.17)

where S is the entropy, we find for dFe
dFe = −SdT − pdV + µA dNA − NB dµB .

(2.18)
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From (2.18) we obtain the solute chemical potential µA and the solution pressure p using
µA =

∂ Fe 
,
∂NA T,V,µB

p=−

∂ Fe 
.
∂V T,NA ,µB

(2.19)

For a binary solution (A=solute, B=solvent) we consider the ratio of semi-grand partie
e
tion functions at the same µB , T and V , Z(N
A , µB , T, V )/ZB (µB , T, V ), where
e
e
Z(N
A , µB , T, V ) is the solution partition function (2.15) and ZB the corresponding solvent

partition function. (ZeB is actually also a grand canonical partition function and could be
e
noted by Ze B ) As with the canonical partition functions, the kinetic energy parts can be

evaluated analytically, and we find
e
Z(N
A , µB , T, V ) =

1

Z

A
Λ3N
A NA !

NA −βUAA
d~rA
e

X
NB

ZeB (µB , T, V ) =

X
NB

(2.20)
eβµB NB Z
NB −βUBB −βUAB
d~
r
e
e
,
B
3NB
NB !
ΛB

eβµB NB Z
NB −βUBB
e
.
d~rB
3NB
ΛB NB !

(2.21)

e
e
We see that the ratio Z(N
A , µB , T, V )/ZB (µB , T, V ) can be written as
Z
e
D
E
Z(N
1
A , µB , T, V )
NA −βUAA
−βUAB
=
d~
r
e
e
,
A
3NA
B
NA !
ΛA
ZeB (µB , T, V )

(2.22)

where the grand-canonical average h...iB of a quantity (...) which depends only on solvent
coordinates and not solvent momenta is
eβµB NB
NB Λ3NB N !
B
B

P

h...iB =

R

eβµB NB
NB Λ3NB N !
B
B

P

NB −βUBB
d~rB
e
(...)

R

NB −βUBB
d~rB
e

.

(2.23)

In averaging e−βUAB in (2.22) using (2.23), the A-coordinates are fixed and the B-coordinates
are averaged over with Boltzmann weight e−βUBB . In the last step we multiply and divide
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(2.22) by V NA and write it as
Ze
V NA D −βUAA D −βUAB E E
,
e
e
=
3NA
B A,0
ΛA
NA !
ZeB

(2.24)

where h...iA,0 denotes an unweighted average over the A-coordinates,
h...iA,0 =

Z

NA
d~rA
(...) .
V NA

(2.25)

e Z
e ).
The solution-solvent difference of the semi-grand potentials is Fe −FeB = −kB T ln(Z/
B

From (2.24), using the standard Stirling approximation ln NA ! + NA ln NA − NA , we find
for the dimensionless difference β(Fe − FeB )
D

D

β(Fe − FeB ) = βFAideal − ln e−βUAA e−βUAB

E E
B A,0

,

(2.26)

where FAideal is the solute ideal gas value of the Helmholtz free energy,




βFAideal = NA ln(cA Λ3A ) − 1 ,

(2.27)

with cA ≡ NA /V the solute number density.

2.2

Introduction of PMFs
D

The inner average e−βUAB

E
B

in (2.26) is some positive dimensionless function of the

NA
fixed A-configuration ~rA
, which we write as

D

e−βUAB

E
B

NA

≡ e−βVA (~rA ) ,

(2.28)
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NA
which defines a solvent-induced effective A-potential VA (~rA
). We form the total effective

A-potential
NA
NA
NA
WA (~rA
) = UAA (~rA
) + VA (~rA
),

(2.29)

where UAA is the vacuum A-potential introduced in(2.8) , so that the complete average in
(2.26) has the form
D

D

e−βUAA e−βUAB

E E
B A,0

=

NA
NA
d~rA
e−βWA (~rA ) .
N
V A

Z

(2.30)

The right-side of Eq (2.30) has the form of a solute-only partition function, since the BNA
coordinates have been integrated out in defining the effective solute potential WA (~rA
).
NA
This is the first McMillan-Mayer theorem (MMI). WA (~rA
) is the total effective potential,

or PMF, for the A-system. In our model, the vacuum total A-potential UAA has been asNA
sumed to be a sum of pairwise terms, UAA (~rA
)=

P

i<j

uAi Aj (rij ). In contrast, the total

NA
PMF WA (~rA
) will necessarily contain one-body, two-body, three-body, etc terms:

NA
)=
WA (~rA

X

wAi (~ri ) +

X
i<j

i

X

wAi Aj (rij ) +

wAi Aj Ak (rij , rik , rjk ) + ...

(2.31)

i<j<k

NA
This is a cluster-decomposition of the function WA (~rA
). We give here an intuitive deriva-

tion of the form (2.31), and a more formal discussion in Appendix D.
At very low A concentration (infinite dilution), we neglect pairs, triplets, etc of A
molecules in the average in (2.28) , and write
D

e−βUAB

E

D

B

E

≡ e−βUA1 B e−βUA2 B ...

B

E
E D
. D
e−βUA2 B ... ≡ e−βvA1 e−βvA2 ...,
= e−βUA1 B
B

(2.32)

B

where UAi B is the contribution of solute molecule Ai to UAB , and where e−βUA1 B , e−βUA2 B ,
etc have been assumed uncorrelated due to the assumption of far-apart A-molecules. This
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defines the effective one-body potentials vA1 , vA2 , etc, i.e.
D

e−βvA1 ≡ e−βUA1 B

E
B

.

(2.33)

The average in (2.33) involves just one solute (A) molecule A1 at position ~rA1 interacting
with all the solvent (B) molecules with total potential UA1 B . Note however that in the
averaging h...iB over the solvent we use statistical weight exp(−βUBB ), i.e., we ignore the
presence of the solute molecule A1 . The one-body terms in (2.31) are
X

w Ai =

X

vAi

(2.34)

i

i

Because vA1 (~rA1 ) is independent of the position ~rA1 for a uniform solvent, and because the
NA solute molecules are identical, we have
X

wAi = NA vA1 ,

(2.35)

i

here, where vA1 is a constant. The one-body term vA1 defined by (2.33) is equal to the
excess chemical potential at infinite dilution µex
A , as we discuss below. Eq (2.33) was first
derived by Widom [171], using the canonical ensemble.
We now consider slightly increased solute concentration, and consider solute-solute
pair contributions. The pair term wA1 A2 in (2.31), is defined by wA1 A2 = vA1 A2 + uA1 A2
with uA1 A2 the vacuum pair potential, and the solvent-induced part vA1 A2 defined by
D

e−β(vA1 +vA2 +vA1 A2 ) = e−β(UA1 B +UA2 B )

E
B

,

(2.36)

with vA1 defined by (2.33). We fix two solute molecules A1 and A2 at positions ~rA1 and
~rA2 in the otherwise pure solvent, and perform the average over the solvent indicated on
the right-side of (2.36). In the solvent averaging h...iB we ignore the presence of the two
solute molecules A1 and A2 . If A1 and A2 are far apart, as assumed above, the result
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is exp[−β(vA1 + vA2 )]. When A1 and A2 are close together, the result is modified and
denoted by the left-side of (2.36), thereby defining vA1 A2 . Thus vA1 A2 is the extra contribution, beyond vA1 + vA2 . The solvent-induced pair potential vA1 A2 is normalized such that
vA1 A2 → 0 for rA1 A2 → ∞. We have assumed a dilute solution of solute A in solvent B, so
that we will not need to go beyond solute-solute pair interactions, and thus do not consider
the triple etc terms in (2.26), but it is clear how they can be introduced by continuing the
pattern vA1 , vA1 A2 , ... (see Vafaei et al. [162]).
The effective potentials wA1 = vA1 , wA1 A2 = vA1 A2 +uA1 A2 , etc, are PMFs. Thus wA1 is
the reversible work to add a solute at position ~rA1 in the pure solvent. Like all PMFs (Hill,
~ wA gives the solvent-averaged mean force on a solute molecule
1960) its gradient −5
A1
1
fixed at ~rA1 . In this case the mean force vanishes, as it should, since wA1 is independent
of ~rA1 . The total reversible work to add a pair of solute molecules A1 and A2 to the pure
solvent at positions ~rA1 and ~rA2 is wA1 (~r1 ) + wA2 (~r2 ) + wA1 A2 (r12 ) . The terms wA1 + wA2
give the reversible work to add A1 and A2 when they are far apart, and wA1 A2 (r12 ) is the
reversible work to bring them to separation r12 , starting far apart. For the pair PMF wA1 A2 ,
~ wA A gives the mean force on solute A1 fixed at ~rA , with solute A2 fixed at ~rA .
−5
A1
1 2
1
2
This mean force will be now vanishing if the separation between the two solutes r12 is
small.
PMFs can be expressed in terms of the logarithm of the corresponding correlation function (Hill 1960). Thus, for wA1 A2 (r12 ) we have gA1 A2 (r12 ) = exp(−βwA1 A2 (r12 )), where
gA1 A2 (r12 ) is the solute-solute pair correlation function in the dilute solution limit.

2.2.1

Expansion in Powers of NA (virial series)

We will now derive the virial series for Fe to O(

2
NA
)
V

i.e.,

e
e
β Fe (NA , µB , T, V ) = β FeB (µB , T, V ) + βFAideal + A(µ
B , T )NA + B(µB , T )

NA2
, (2.37)
V
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where Ae and Be are the first and second virial coefficients for Fe ; Ae is dimensionless and Be
has dimensions of volume. We already see from (2.31) and (2.35) that Ae has the value
e
A(µ
B , T ) = βvA1 .

(2.38)

Corresponding to the virial series (2.37) for Fe (NA , µB , T, V ), we get the one for µA using
(2.19) ,
e
e
βµA (cA , µB , T ) = βµideal
+ A(T,
µB ) + 2B(T,
µB )cA ,
A

(2.39)

= ln(cA Λ3A ) is the solute ideal gas value. As remarked above, Ae is the
where βµideal
A
ideal
) at infinite dilution. We
dimensionless excess chemical potential βµex
A = β(µA − µA

note that the expansion in (2.39) is in powers of cA since µA is intensive, whereas the
expansion in (2.37) is in powers of cA , multiplied by NA , since Fe is extensive (We can
also express this by saying Fe /NA is intensive). The expression for µex
A was first derived by
Widom [172] in the canonical ensemble (fixed cB rather than fixed µB ). We discuss later
the difference between µA (T, µB ) and µA (T, p), and a similar discussion can be given for
the difference between µA (T, µB ) and µA (T, cB ).
To derive the coefficient Be in (2.37) and (2.39) , we extend to dilute solutions the gasvirial expansion method of Landau and Lifshitz [96] and van Kampen [163]. This has the
advantage of simplicity, in that it avoids the usual cluster diagrammatic method, with its
complicated array of reducible and irreducible diagrams. No diagrams will be necessary in
what follows. Because this method uses the canonical ensemble, we also avoid introducing,
and subsequently eliminating, an activity expansion such as occurs in the standard grand
canonical ensemble method. From (2.26) and (??) to obtain the effect of the pair terms we
see that we need the average
D

e−βWAA

E
A,0

D

E

≡ e−βwA1 A2 e−βwA1 A3 e−βwA2 A3 ...

A,0

,

(2.40)
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P

where WAA =

i<j

wAi Aj is the total AA pair PMF defined in (2.31). For a dilute-A

solution, we assume all pair terms wA1 A2 , wA1 A3 , etc are uncorrelated, so that we have
approximately
D

e−βWAA

E

D

A,0

+ e−βwA1 A2

E

D
A,0

e−βwA1 A3

E
A,0

...

.

(2.41)

Since all NA (NA − 1)/2 pairs are equivalent on average, by symmetry we have
D

e

−βWAA

E
A,0

+

D

−βwA1 A2

e

E

 NA (NA −1)
2

.

A,0

(2.42)

We introduce the Mayer cluster function e−βwA1 A2 − 1 and write (2.42) as
D

e

−βWAA

D

We need ln e−βWAA
and

NA (NA −1)
2

≈

2
NA
,
2

E
A,0

E
A,0



D

+ 1+ e

−βwA1 A2

E

−1

 NA (NA −1)
2

A,0

.

(2.43)

and by using ln(1 + x) ≈ x for x  1 where here x = O(1/V )

we write
D

ln e−βWAA

E
A,0

+

E
NA2 D −βwA A
1 2 − 1
e
A,0
2
−NA2 e
≡
B(T, µB ),
V

(2.44)

where
e
B(T,
µB ) = −

1Z
d~r(e−βwAA (r) − 1).
2

(2.45)

e
Using (2.44) in (2.26) gives the virial series (2.37), with first virial coefficient A(T,
µB )
e
given by (2.38) and second virial coefficient B(T,
µB ) given by (2.45).
e
Higher virial coefficients C(T,
µB ), etc, can also be derived by the van Kampen [163]

method (see [162]).
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2.3
2.3.1

Thermodynamic Transformations
Virial series for p (osmotic pressure series)

In (2.39) we derived the virial series for µA (cA , µB , T ). We can get the series for the
pressure p(cA , µB , T ) from thermodynamics. From the Gibbs-Duhem relation
dp = cA dµA + cB dµB ,

T f ixed,

(2.46)

for fixed µB we have
∂p
∂cA

!

= cA
T,µB

∂µA
∂cA

!

.

(2.47)

T,µB

It is easy to check using (2.39) that the series for p,
e
βp(cA , µB , T ) = βpB (µB , T ) + cA + B(T,
µB )c2A ,

(2.48)

satisfies (2.47). Here pB is the pure-solvent pressure, and the O(cA ) and O(c2A ) changes
when solute is added are given by the cA terms on the right-hand side of (2.48). The
difference p(cA , µB , T ) − pB (µB , T ) ≡ π is called the osmotic pressure. It arises if solute
is added to pure solvent at fixed µB and T. Thus, if pure solvent is in contact with a solution
of fixed volume via a semi-permeable membrane which transmits solvent (B) but not solute
(A), then µB and T are common to the solution and outside pure solvent, and solvent will
cross the membrane when solute is added to the solution in order to keep µB fixed. This
raises the pressure. Eq (2.48) can also be derived from p = −(∂ Fe /∂V )T,NA ,µB (see (2.20))
and (2.37) for Fe .
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2.3.2

f
From F
(NA , µB , T, V ) to H(NA , NB , T, p)

As above, we can find other quantities from Fe (NA , µB , T, V ) or µA (cA , µB , T ). The
quantity we are most interested in is the enthalpy H(NA , NB , T, p), corresponding to the
experiment discussed in Ch.3. H can be obtained from the Gibbs free energy G(NA , NB , T, p)
using the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation
βH = −T

∂(βG)
∂T

NA ,NB ,p

.

(2.49)

We find G from
G = µA NA + µB NB .

2.3.3

(2.50)

Virial Expansion at Constant Pressure p for the Solute Chemical
Potential µA

We have a virial series for µA at constant µB and T (2.39), and below we discuss how
to obtain a µA series at constant p and T. Fig 2.3 shows what is to be done. We need to
transform the series to one along the curve p = const, and, to O(cA ) to the form
βµA (cA , p, T ) = βµideal
+ Â(p, T ) + B̂(p, T )cA .
A

(2.51)

Similar to the previous virial coefficients, Â and B̂ are the new virial coefficients which are
defined by the Taylor series expansion coefficients,
Â = βµex
A (cA , p, T )| c

A →0

,

B̂ =

∂βµex
A
|
∂cA p,T,cA →0

,

(2.52)
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cB
µB=const
cB=const
p=const

cA
Figure 2.3: Parameter space of two independent intensive variables cA and cB showing
schematic contours of other intensive variables µB and p. The virial series for µA at the
origin cA = 0 along the curve µB = const will be converted to one along the curve
p = const.

ideal
is the solute excess chemical potential. Here, Ae and Be are defined
where µex
A = µA − µA

by Taylor series (2.51),
Ae = βµex
A (cA , µB , T )| c

A

,
→0

2Be =

∂βµex
A
|
.
∂cA µB ,T,cA →0

(2.53)

In the infinite dilution limit cA → 0, both Ae and Â (2.54) are equal to β times the excess
chemical potential of solute as the term µex
A only depends on the pure solvent, which has
two independent intensive conditions, and one is able to choose any proper pair such as
(µB , T ) or (p, T ). Thus we have simply
Ae = Â.

(2.54)

However, this is not the case for Be and B̂ and the relation is more complicated. Here, the
goal is to redefine B̂ from (2.52) in terms of a derivative at constant µB in place of one at
constant p to obtain the relation between Be and B̂. From the general relation for partial
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derivatives we have
B̂ =

 ∂βµex 
A

∂cA

µB

+

 ∂βµex 

 ∂µ 
B

A

∂µB

cA

∂cA

p

,

(2.55)

where the limit cA → 0 is considered in each partial derivative and T is fixed. The first
term on right side of the Eq (2.55) is equal to 2Be (Eq (2.53)). The second term on the
right side can be written as β(∂µA /∂µB )cA as the solute ideal chemical potential µideal
is
A
independent of µB , and as we show in Appendix A
 ∂µ 
A

∂µB

cA

= c0B (v ∞
A − kB T χB ),

(cA → 0),

(2.56)

where c0B is the density of pure solvent, v ∞
A is the partial molecular volume of solute in
the limit of infinite dilution, χB is the isothermal compressibility of pure solvent, and the
temperature T is constant in the derivative. With the help of the Gibbs-Duhem relation (Eq
(2.46)) at fixed p and T, the third term of Eq (2.55) can be changed to
 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

p

=−

cA  ∂µA 
,
cB ∂cA p

(p, T f ixed).

(2.57)

In the infinite dilution limit and referring to the virial series (Eq (2.51)) , the ideal chemical
= kB T ln(cA Λ3A ) term is dominant in (∂µA /∂cA )p . Hence, (∂µA /∂cA )p is
potential µideal
A
equal to kB T /cA and consequently
 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

p

=−

kB T
,
c0B

(cA → 0).

(2.58)

This equation can be derived from Raoult’s law and is another version of that law. Previously, Eq (2.58) was derived from potential distribution theory by Gregorio and Widom
[58]. By putting all the terms together, we have
B̂ = 2Be − v ∞
A + kB T χB .

(2.59)
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This equation has also been derived by a different method by Widom and Underwood [173].
Here, by recalling Eq (2.52) and using Eq (2.59), the first two terms of virial series are
rewritten
βµA (cA , p, T ) =

(2.60)

e
e
βµideal
+ A(p,
T ) + (2B(p,
T ) − v∞
A
A (p, T ) + kb T χB (p, T ))cA ,

where Ae and Be , intensive solvent properties which were defined in Eqs. (2.38) and (2.45),
can be rewritten as functions of pressure p. The first virial coefficient for µA at constant
pressure remains the same as the first virial coefficient Ae at constant µB in the series of the
solute chemical potential µA , and the second virial coefficient is different from the original
e One can estimate k T χ to be of order 1 Å3 for water at normal state conditions,
series 2B.
b
B

which is negligible in comparison with Be and v ∞
A which are predicted to have the same
order of magnitude. For example, for a negative Be and positive v ∞
A , the second virial
∞
e
coefficient of µA at constant p, 2B−v
A +kB T χB , is a negative with a larger magnitude than

e There are exceptional cases where
the second virial coefficient of µA at constant µB , 2B.

Be is zero or becomes large, which occur when the solvent is at its “theta” temperature, or
in vicinity of the solvent liquid-gas critical point, respectively.
2.3.3.i

Virial Expansion at Constant Pressure p for the Solvent Chemical Potential
µB

To obtain the second virial coefficient for the solvent chemical potential µB at constant
p, we recall Eq (2.51) and substitute βµA obtained in Eq (2.58), obtaining
βµB
1
cA
= − − B̂ ,
cA
cB
cB

(p, T f ixed).

(2.61)

Since we are only looking for the virial series up to O(c2A ) for µB , we can simplify this
equation before integrating the left side of Eq (2.61) with respect to cA to obtain µB . Note,
cB = cB (cA , p, T ) is a dependent variable unlike cA , p, T , which we will expand to first
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order in cA . Thus, we get
∂cB
.
cA ,
cB = c0B +
∂cA
=

c0B (1

(p, T f ixed)
(2.62)

+ b̂cA ),

where
b̂ =

1  ∂cB 
.
c0B ∂cA p,T,cA →0

(2.63)

Here, we substitute (2.62) in (2.61) for the first term of the right side, 1/cB , and we expand
−1 .
(1 + b̂cA ) = (1 − b̂cA ) to first order. Since 1/cB = (1 − b̂cA )/c0B , the correction terms
.
(1 − b̂cA ) yield terms with higher order of cA , consequently we can take 1/cB = 1/c0B in
the last term of (2.61). Now, one can obtain µB from integrating (2.61) over cA to O(c2A ),
βµB = βµ0B −

cA 1
c2A
−
(
B̂
−
b̂)
,
c0B 2
c0B

(2.64)

where µ0B is the chemical potential of pure solvent.
Calculation of b̂
We can express b̂ in more familiar terms by manipulating some thermodynamic relations. We rewrite ∂cB /∂cA in (2.63) using the anti-chain rule.
 ∂c 
B

∂cA

p

 ∂c 

=−



B

∂p

cA

∂p 
.
∂cA cB

(2.65)

In the limit of infinite dilution, the first term on the right hand side of Eq (2.65), which is a
pure solvent quantity, becomes the isothermal compressibility coefficient,
 ∂c 
B

∂p

cA

= c0B χB ,

(cA → 0).

(2.66)
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Also, the rule of relating partial derivatives at fixed cB and fixed µB helps to rewrite the
second partial derivative factor in (2.65) as


 ∂p 
 ∂p   ∂µ 
∂p 
B
=
+
.
∂cA cB
∂cA µB
∂µB cA ∂cA cB

(2.67)

In the limit of infinite dilution, the first term on the right hand side of Eq (2.67) is equal to
kB T which can be obtained from Eq (2.48). By using Gibbs-Duhem relation (2.46) in the
infinite dilution limit, the second term of the right hand side of Eq (2.67) becomes


∂p 
= c0B ,
c
∂µB A

(cA → 0),

(2.68)

where c0B is the pure solvent density. From the Raoult relation (Eq (2.58)) and in the infinite
dilution limit, the last term of the right side of Eq (2.67) is shown to be (see Appendix B)
 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

cB

=−

kB T
v∞
A
+
,
c0B
c0B χB

(cA → 0).

(2.69)

By substituting the last three terms in Eq (2.67), we find


∂p 
v∞
= A,
∂cA cB
χB

(cA → 0).

(2.70)

Substituting of Eq (2.66) and Eq (2.70) in Eq (2.65) , we find
 ∂c 
B

∂cA p

= −c0B v ∞
A,

(cA → 0).

(2.71)

By substituting (2.71) in (2.63), we finally have
b̂ = −v ∞
A.

(2.72)

By combining (2.72) , (2.59), and (2.64) , we find the virial series for µB at constant
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pressure expressed in terms of Be (Eq (2.45)),
βµB (cA , p, T ) =

βµ0B (p, T )

 c2
1
cA  e
− 0 − B(p, T ) + kB T χB (p, T ) 0A ,
cB
2
cB

(2.73)

where c0B = c0B (p, T ) and −1/c0B (p, T ) is the first virial coefficient, which is trivial. Addition of solute molecules affects the first-order change in the chemical potential of the
solvent by the ratio of the numbers of solute molecules to solvent molecules (a colligae
tive property similar to osmotic pressure). In the usual situations, the term −(B(p,
T) +
1
k T χB (p, T ))/c0B ,
2 B

e
the second virial coefficient for βµB , becomes equal to −B(p,
T )/c0B

as kB T χB /2 is negligible.
2.3.3.ii

Virial Expansion at constant pressure for the Gibbs Free Energy G

The substitution of µA (2.60) and µB (2.73) in Eq (2.50) yields the first two virial terms
in the constant pressure series for the Gibbs free energy G
e
βG(NA , NB , p, T ) =βGB (NB , p, T ) + βGidea
+ (A(p,
T ) − 1)NA
A
N2

1
e
+ B(p,
T ) + kB T χB (p, T ) A ,
2
VB

(2.74)

where βGideal
= NA ln(cA Λ3A ) is the definition of the ideal gas Gibbs free energy of the
A
solute for monatomic solute species, and VB = VB (NB , p, T ) is the volume of the pure
solvent.
So far, all the derivations were expressed in terms of independent variables {NA , NB , p, T },
and all terms were kept in first NA and second order NA2 of solute molecules. By recalling
the definition for cA = NA /V and expanding V = V (NA , NB , p, T ) to first order in NA ,
the total volume of the solution, in terms NA to the first order we have
.
V = VB + v ∞
A NA ,

(2.75)
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where v ∞
A is the partial molecular volume of solute in the limit of infinite dilution NA → 0
, given by v A = (∂V /∂NA )NB ,p,T . By substituting V from (2.75) into the definition of cA ,
we get
v∞ 
. NA 
cA =
1 − A NA .
VB
VB

(2.76)

By combining (2.76), (2.60), and (2.73) and the relation c0B = NB /VB , we find Eq(2.74) .
2.3.3.iii

Virial Expansion at constant pressure for the Enthalpy H

In this final section of Ch 2 we express the enthalpy to the second order of NA and
find the first and second virial coefficients corresponding to enthalpy at constant pressure.
Given H (2.49) and G (2.74), we get the virial series for the enthalpy
βH(NA , NB , p, T ) =βHB (NB , p, T ) + βHAideal
NA2
+ A (p, T )NA + B (p, T )
,
VB
H

(2.77)

H

where the enthalpy of solute ideal gas βHAideal is linear in NA and equal to (5/2)NA and
the enthalpy first and second virial coefficients are
AH (p, T ) = −T



B H (p, T ) = − T

∂ e
A(p, T ),
∂T



∂
1
e
+ T αB (p, T ) B(p,
T ) + kB T χB (p, T ) ,
∂T
2

(2.78)

(2.79)

where αB , the thermal expansion coefficient of pure solvent, is equal to (1/VB )(∂VB /∂T )NB ,p .
In conclusion, we here found the enthalpy first and second virial coefficients for monoatomic
solutes. We have assumed monatomic solute and solvent for simplicity, and in the general
case we obtain the same expressions for AH and B H [162]. We use these expressions to
analyze our ITC experiments with peptides in physiological solution (Chs 3 and 5). For
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the usual case where water is the solvent, the dominant term for the enthalpy second virial
e
coefficient B H is −T (∂ B/∂T
) as the other terms are much smaller.
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Chapter 3
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry
Experiment
3.1

Introduction

The first measurement of heat capacity and latent heat of water was done by Black in
the 1760s when a calorimeter was one of the first scientific devices developed for thermal
studies. In 1780, Lavoisier designed an ice calorimeter and measured the metabolic heat of
a guinea pig which was locked in the measurement chamber.
The first calorimetric study on a molecular biological system was done by Beaudette
and Langerman [8]. Description of microcalorimeters for biological chemistry was given
by Biltonen and Langerman [11] with an explanation of the experimental design, instrumentation, and analysis. This was the beginning of an era and in 10 years the first commercial titration calorimeter was marketed by MicroCal [175], which was called a device
for ”determining Keq in minutes”, where Keq is the equilibrium constant. The design
and data analysis of Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) experiments have been discussed by many authors including, Bundle and Sigurskjold [20], Fisher and Singh [51],
and Chaires [22], [23].
There are three different methods available for calorimetric measurements including
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power compensation or isothermal, heat conduction, and temperature change. In the power
compensation method, the temperature of the calorimeter cell is kept constant when a
chemical reaction occurs and as the temperature drops, power is applied to control the temperature and keep it constant. The heat change is calculated by integrating the power of the
heater over the time. For the heat conduction technique, the calorimetric cell is connected
to heat flow sensors coupled with a heat sink which is maintained at a constant temperature.
The last method is a temperature change as a result of producing or consuming heat in the
reaction. The raw signal of the instrument is the cell temperature as a function of time.
In biologically relevant studies [94], [95], there are two significant questions regarding
a calorimetry experiment. The first asks how strong the binding or interaction or reaction which corresponds to ∆H( kcal
, kJ ) is. The second asks what the reaction rate is,
mol mol
δn moles
( sec ).
δt

An isothermal titration calorimeter, called by Freyer et al. [53] a “universal de-

tector”, can measure any change in heat or enthalpy of any chemical reaction or physical
change either in an exothermic or an endothermic process. Calorimetric measurements
have the advantage of being compatible with spectroscopically silent reactants, solutions
with turbidity, opaqueness, heterogeneity, and different biological conditions.
The equilibrium constant Keq and heat of reaction ∆H were simultaneously determined
by the calorimetry method more than 40 years ago [43], [28] for weak acid-base equilibria
and metal ion complexation reactions [27], [29] [46]. Early instruments had limitations
to Keq under 104 − 105 M −1 . Characterizing the thermodynamics of binding interactions
and the kinetics of reactions is done by isothermal titration calorimetry [47]. Recently ITC
instrumentation and data analysis have improved and are able to measure 0.1 µcal of heat,
corresponding to binding constants of 108 − 109 M −1 .
ITC has become very popular for investigating ”binding” reactions such as proteinprotein, protein-ligand, and peptide-membrane interactions over the past couple of decades.
Currently, binding reactions are measured in micromolar concentration ranges of solutions
[175] with high-precision titration calorimeters. As all physical and chemical processes
either release heat or absorb it, ITC has been used for the thermodynamic study of binding.
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The latter provides the way to measure various thermodynamic potentials (∆H, ∆S, and
∆G) of the system.
A binding interaction typically takes place between a ligand and a receptor molecule.
The ligand could be a substrate, cofactor, metal ion, protein, or any one of a number of
molecules interacting non-covalently with a specific site of a second molecule. A minimum
knowledge of the binding stoichiometry, n, and the equilibrium binding constant, Keq , is
required to get a basic understanding of the interaction. A comprehensive picture of the
interaction can be provided by the contributions of enthalpy (∆H) and entropy (∆S) to
the decomposition of the binding free energy ∆G = −kB T ln Keq .
Binding energetics give a basic understanding of interactions and help with mapping
the significant interface areas which have energetic contributions. ITC has a reliable quantitative instrumentation to understand and measure the thermodynamics of protein-protein,
peptide-peptide and peptide-lipid interactions [135], [174], [164], [165]. ITC determines
the ligand association heat which aids in obtaining the binding equilibrium. As discussed,
in a single injection of solute into solvent the equilibrium binding constant and the binding enthalpy of the reaction are measurable. In the next step, the binding free energy and
entropy can be calculated.

3.2

Methodology of the Experiment

ITC is known as the one and only technique which efficiently reveals the thermodynamic potentials such as Gibbs free energy and enthalpy at every step of the experiment.
The ITC instrument which was used for our study is MicroCal VP-ITC System (Fig 3.1).
inj
Our experiment consists of a series of 10 µl, Vsolute
injections of a peptide solution of 200 ,

cinj
solute , into the cell contained ∼ 1400 ml, Vcell , buffer which was composed of physiological solution (0.15 M of NaCl) and Tris (10 mM) at pH = 7.4. peptide solution was injected
in 20 minutes interval. We performed the experiment twice at 310 K and 1 atm .
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of an ITC instrument [135]. The temperature and pressure
are held fixed through the experiment.

A reasonable assumption for an ITC experiment for a dilute solution is that volumes are
cumulative. Thus, the volume of each new injection will be added to the volumes of the
solvent plus the previous injections. There is a stirrer or propeller which helps the new
injection get perfused in the solution and equilibrated. For this study, the experiment has
injections of peptide solution to the cell of the solvent with injection interval of 20 minutes. There are i injections of volume Vinj containing δNA molecules of peptide in solution
added to the solvent with initial volume V0 .

3.3

Thermodynamics of ITC Experiment

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, in each injection, δNA molecules of solute are added to the
solution in the cell. Initially the buffer or pure solvent (B) has a volume VB ≡ V0 and
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enthalpy of Hsolvent . After one or more injections, due to the amount of solute (one or more
increments δNA ), the solution deviates from an ideal solution due to solute-solute interactions. Thermodynamically, at low concentration this non-ideality is indicated by non-zero
virial coefficients. In Chapter 2, we have discussed how one can expand theromodynamic

Figure 3.2: Schematic ITC experimental design, where stage zero (pure solvent) is represented by the left-most figure and stage i by the right-most.

potentials such as the Helmholtz free energy, enthalpy, etc. in concentration or virial series.
Consequently, according to Eq. (3.1) one can write the enthalpy of the solution in each
stage, Hi , where i is the step number, as
i
H
Hi = Hsolvent
+ AH
A iδNA + BAA

i2 δNA2
Vi

.

(3.1)

The second virial term defined in Ch 2, Eq (2.79), has the solvent volume VB in the denominator, rather than the solution volume V used here. At constant pressure, the quantities V
and VB differ by a term linear in solute number NA (Eq (2.75)), and hence the second virial
coefficients are the same whether V or VB is used. Similarly, one obtains Hi−1 as (i − 1)th
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step’s enthalpy
Hi−1 =

i−1
Hsolvent

+

AH
A (i

− 1)δNA +

H (i
BAA

− 1)2 δNA2
Vi−1

.

(3.2)

Also, the injected peptide solution contains enthalpy of Hinj is given by
inj
H
Hinj = Hsolvent
+ AH
A δNA + BAA

δNA2
Vinj

(3.3)

As depicted in Fig 3.2 , the enthalpy change between step (i − 1)th and ith is calculated
from
∆Hi = Hi − (Hi−1 + Hinj ).

(3.4)

Next, equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are substituted in (3.4) :
i2 δNA2
−
Vi
!
2
2
2
inj
i−1
H
H (i − 1) δNA
H
H δNA
Hsolvent + AA (i − 1)δNA + BAA
+ Hsolvent + AA δNA + BAA
Vi−1
Vinj

i
H
∆Hi = Hsolvent
+ AH
A iδNA + BAA

(3.5)
.

Since enthalpy is an extensive property, one can write
inj
i−1
i
Hsolvent
= Hsolvent
+ Hsolvent

.

(3.6)

By substituting Eq.(3.6) in (3.5), ∆Hi takes the form
δNA2
−
∆Hi =
+
Vi
!
2
2
2
H
H (i − 1) δNA
H
H δNA
AA (i − 1)δNA + BAA
+ AA δNA + BAA
.
Vi−1
Vinj
AH
A iδNA

H i
BAA

2

(3.7)
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The AH
A terms in Eq. (3.7) cancel due to the obvious identity
H
H
AH
A (iδNA ) = AA (i − 1)δNA + AA δNA .

(3.8)

Therefore, (3.7) depends only on the second virial coefficient :
H
∆Hi = BAA

2
2
2
i2 δNA2
H (i − 1) δNA
H δNA
− BAA
− BAA
.
Vi
Vi−1
Vinj

(3.9)

After rearranging we have
∆Hi =

H
BAA
δNA2

i2
(i − 1)2
1
−
−
Vi
Vi−1
Vinj

!

.

(3.10)

This is the enthalpy change at step i. Therefore adding the enthalpy changes of all the steps
gives the total enthalpy change in the experiment
∆Hi + ∆Hi−1 + ∆Hi−2 + ∆Hi−3 + · · · + ∆H1 =

i
X

∆Hj

j=1
H
= BAA
δNA2

i
i2
−
Vi Vinj

(3.11)

!

.

To simplify Eq. (3.11), we now use the basic ITC assumption mentioned earlier: we neglect
any density change of each step and calculate the Vi according to
Vi = Vi−1 + Vinj

.

(3.12)

Considering the fact that the volume of injected solution is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude
smaller than the volume of the solution in the cell (Vinj  Vi−1 ), the density change of
each step is negligible. Thus, the volume of the ith step is as stated in (3.12). Similarly, we
have for Vi−1
Vi−1 = Vi−2 + Vinj ,

(3.13)
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so that Vi can be written
Vi = Vi−2 + 2Vinj ,

(3.14)

Vi = V0 + iVinj ,

(3.15)

and hence

where V0 is initial cell volume of buffer, and Vi the final volume of solution in the cell after
i injections of Vinj . Revising Eq. (3.10) and (3.11) according to Eq. (3.15), one gets
!

i2
(i − 1)2
1
H
∆Hi =BAA
δNA2
−
−
Vi
Vi−1
Vinj
!
2
(i − 1)2
1
i
H
2
= BAA δNA
−
−
.
V0 + iVinj
V0 + (i − 1)Vinj
Vinj

(3.16)

Since Vinj is much smaller than V0 , as i increases one can approximate iVinj ≈ (i − 1)Vinj
in the denominator of Eq. (3.16). By using this approximation in Eq. (3.16) we get
∆Hi
H (i − 1)(Vinj − V0 )δNA
= BAA
δNA
(V0 + (i − 1)Vinj )Vinj

.

(3.17)

Consequently, with the same approximation Eq. (3.11) changes to
j
X

∆Hi
−iV0 δNA
H
= BAA
(V0 + iVinj )Vinj
i=1 δNA

.

(3.18)

In Ch. 2 the theoretical binding enthalpy (2.77) is derived from the Helmholtz free energy
(2.37) and expanded thermodynamically based on the first two virial coefficients for the
experiment. In this chapter the binding enthalpy of each step Hi and the total binding
enthalpy ∆Hi are obtained based on the physics of the experiment. Later, in the results and
discussion chapter 5 we show how the enthalpy relations in chapters 2 and 3 are connected.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Studies
“Learning by doing, peer-to-peer teaching, and computer simulation are all part of the
same equation.” Nicholas Negroponte

4.1

Introduction

Simulations and real experiments have a number of things in common. In performing an
experiment, the first step is the sample preparation. The second step is to place the sample
in a measuring instrument and the property of interest is obtained within a specific time
interval. Statistical noise in the measurements is inevitable and to improve the accuracy
of the measurement we need to average for a certain time. The longer the averaging time,
the more accurate is the result. In simulations, we use the same approach. Analogous to
sample preparation, a model system is chosen and its corresponding equations of motion
are solved until the changes of the system properties in time approach zero. That is, the
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system equilibrates. The actual measurement comes next, which is called the production
run.

4.2

Potential of Mean Force (PMF)

The PMF is an important quantity recording the changes in the free energy along a
specific reaction coordinate (RC), x. Calculation of such a free energy profile enables
an explicit study of the structure and dynamics of the system. The reaction coordinate is
different for different systems. Two specific examples are: 1) the distance between two
atoms/molecules in solution and 2) the torsion angle of a specific bond in a molecule.
In the dilute gas phase, the calculation of the PMF between two atoms takes place by
bringing one atom to the vicinity of the other one and in this case the free energy profile
or PMF w(r) equals the vacuum pair potential u(r) of those two atoms due to the lack of
interactions with other solvent particle. The vacuum potential has a minimum at the border
between repulsive and attractive regions. The story is very different and more complex
for liquids and solutions. Two particles are surrounded by other particles in the solution
whether they are of the same or different type. Thus, the PMF between two particles
would include the vacuum pair potential u(r) plus some solvent-induced contributions.
The interactions between all other particles generates oscillations of the PMF, and hence
maxima and minima. In the past couple of decades, a variety of different methods for
calculating the PMF, including equilibrium and non-equilibrium, have drawn theoreticians’
attention. The simplest case is the PMF of two particles with separation r as the reaction
coordinate. One finds a relation [5] between the Helmholtz free energy profile ∆F (r) as a
function of distance and the pair correlation function,
w(r) = ∆F (r) = −kB T ln g(r) + const.

(4.1)
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where F is the Helmholtz free energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature
and g(r) is the pair correlation function. The const term is zero if g(r) is normalized as
usual, i.e., g(r) → 1 for r → ∞. Thus we usually define w(r) such that w(r) → 0 for
r → ∞.
As mentioned, the PMF is an equilibrium property and is the free energy profile along
the reaction coordinate, and includes a Boltzmann-weighted average over all the degrees
of freedom other than the reaction coordinate. That is, other than the reaction coordinate,
all the other degrees of freedom are averaged out. The Boltzmann-weighted average yields
average distribution functions [90] e.g., hρ(x)i, where
R

hρ(x)i =

−

d~qN δ(x0 (~qN ) − x)e
R

−
d~qN e

U (~
qN )
kB T

U (~
qN )
kB T

,

(4.2)

where δ(x0 (~qN ) − x) is the Dirac delta function for the coordinate x0 as a function of
~qN which represents the N positions of a system with N particles and potential U . The
averaging for all the microstates is constrained by Dirac delta function to hold the reaction coordinate at the desired value. The PMF w(x) is defined in this general case by
hρ(x)i /ρ0 = exp(−βw(x)), where ρ0 is chosen to normalize w(x) in some convenient
way (e.g. w(x) → 0 for x → ∞).
In the investigation process, one needs to hypothesize the reaction path and identify the
reaction coordinate in the configuration space. An essential tool to promote the analysis
process and capture the dynamics of the system is the PMF. We now briefly discuss the
simulation technique we use, MD.

4.3

Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics is a simulation technique which results in ensemble averages for
equilibrium states, and also provides process rate coefficients, such as the diffusion coefficient, and time correlation functions. For a monatomic system of identical atoms a model
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Hamiltonian is [5],
N
X

X
p2i
HN =
+
u(qij ),
i=1 2mi
pairs

(4.3)

where pi is the momentum of particle i, u(qij ) the pair potential, qij ≡| ~qi − ~qj | the
interparticle separation, and the classical equation of motion for the system is
mi q̈i = Fi ≡ −

∂ X
u(qij ),
∂qi pairs

i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N

(4.4)

where qi is the position of particle i of the N-particle system, and mi the mass of particle
i. Also, q̇i ≡ dqi /dt and q̈i ≡ d2 qi /dt2 where d/dt is the derivative with respect to time.
Our simulation time limitation is in the order of nano- or micro-seconds, which is adequate
to disclose the dynamics and structure of the systems of interest to us.

4.4

Equilibrium Systems

Systems’ dynamics have been studied through MD simulations and PMF calculations.
A significant factor to determine is the optimum method is to investigate the long-time
convergence rate of simulated properties. Thermodynamic equilibrium for a system implies
∂ρ(x, t)
=0
∂t

(4.5)

where ρ(x, t) indicates the probability distribution for finding a particle in phase-space (i.e.
~qN p~N space) at position x and time t. If ρ(x, t) changes very slowly in time, the system
is in thermodynamic quasi-equilibrium. Systems in equilibrium obey the laws of classical
thermodynamics.
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4.4.1

Second Law of Thermodynamics

The second law of thermodynamics states that for a non-equilibrium thermally isolated
system the entropy increases over time while approaching a maximum value at equilibrium:
dS =

δQrev
≥ 0.
T

(4.6)

For a thermostated system at constant temperature, if we perform some work W (not necessarily reversible) on the system, the total entropy change between the system initial and
final configurations is
∆Stot =

W − ∆Fsys
≥ 0,
T

(4.7)

where ∆Fsys is the system’s free energy change and T is the temperature of the heat bath.
For quasi-static processes ∆Stot ∼
=0

4.4.2

Dielectric Friction Relaxation Time

In order to plan adequate sampling or simulation times, we need an estimate of the
system’s relaxation times. There have been numerous NMR, spectroscopic and dielectric studies to investigate the effect of the aggregational behaviour of molecules in solution, and the time scales of molecular dynamics including translational, vibrational and
rotational motions. Spin relaxation rates have been measured by NMR. As a result, different dynamical quantities such as tumbling rates are calculated [141], [19]. Molecular
dynamic simulations, by providing a comprehensive picture of conformational space and
molecule dynamics, augment NMR and other experimental results and studies often show
good agreement between MD and NMR results.
To decide whether peptides should be allowed to freely rotate or be held fixed , when
finding a PMF, an estimation of the peptides’ rotational relaxation time (τr ) in solution is
necessary. For the continuous interaction of a molecule rotating in a solvent, the rotational
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diffusion coefficient Dr is calculated by the Stokes-Einstein expression for ordinary drag.
For polar or charged molecules, the dielectric relaxation time is a measure for molecular
re-orientation which reflects the dipolar orientation change. Intermolecular dipole-dipole
interactions yield a torque on a reorienting molecule whose rotation slows down due to this
effect; This is known as ”dielectric friction”. Dielectric friction plays a significant role in
rotational friction for polar or charged molecules in polar solvents, due to the fact that the
solvent medium is polarized. The solute rotates whereas the medium polarization is not able
to keep up with solute’s new orientation which yields an impeding force on the solute and
increases the rotational dielectric friction. The molecular motions in the solution include
translational oscillations and rotational tumbling which are adjusted by the interactions
between the macromolecules and solvent molecules. Experimental and theoretical studies
( [122], [71], [106], [119]) on the various methods of probing molecular orientation have
been carried out to estimate the orientational relaxation time as a result of the influence of
slowly relaxing dipole torques or dielectric friction. Nee and Zwanzig [122], using NeeZwanzig theory, estimated the dielectric friction for a point dipole considering the dipoledipole interaction of the point dipoles, solvent dielectric constant and Debye relaxation
time [40].
The solute-solvent interactions affect the rotational motion of a solute in solution and
can be divided into three categories. The first category includes short-range repulsive interactions during molecular collisions which result in viscous dissipation explained by hydrodynamic theories. The second is long-range electrostatic forces between dipolar solute and
polar solvent. As discussed, the solvent polarization is not synchronized with the rotation
of the solute, the lag generates a torque which lowers the rotational diffusion rate. This is
the dielectric friction. The third category is specific solute-solvent interaction including hydrogen bonds. The strong hydrogen bonds cause the solute to tumble less freely compared
to the bare solute. As the hydrogen bonds formation occurs faster than the solute rotation,
the rotational dissipative energy yields additional friction.
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Theoretical Background
Debye [40] introduced the rotational diffusion model in 1929 which has been the most
commonly applied one for the rotational motion. He assumed that the reorientation process
takes place in small angular steps. As collisions occur frequently, the angular rotation
of a molecule is very small before another reorientation due to a collision happens. The
rotational correlation time τr of the rotational distribution function ρ(θ, φ, t) was obtained
by solving the rotational diffusion equation
"

∂ρ
1 ∂
1 ∂ρ
1 ∂ 2ρ
= Dr
+
∂t
sinθ ∂θ sinθ ∂θ sin2 θ ∂φ2

#

,

(4.8)

where Dr is the rotational diffusion coefficient. For spherical particles in isotropic solutions
ρ has the form of Cl (t)Yl,m (θ, φ), or linear combinations of such, where l is the index of
different modes of anisotropy or asymmetry (i.e., l=1 for dipolar, l=2 for quadrupolar),
Yl,m (θ, φ) is the spherical harmonic, and Cl (t) is a correlation or relaxation function. Thus
by replacing ρ = Cl (t)Yl,m (θ, φ) in (4.8) we find an ordinary differential equation for Cl
dCl
= −Dr l(l + 1)Cl
dt

,

(4.9)

which gives the correlation time τr = [l(l + 1)Dr ]−1 and the exponentially decaying correlation function e−t/τr . When l = 2 for example, then τr = 1/6Dr .
The translational (Dt ) and rotational (Dr ) diffusion constants are derived from translational and rotational motions. These constants are affected by solvent viscosity and
the macromolecule hydrodynamic radius. Therefore, the size and shape of the macromolecule significantly affect the rate of molecule reorientational and rotational relaxation
time [119], [106]. For polar molecules, long-ranged dipolar interaction result in a slow relaxation process. Enhanced equilibrium orientational correlations and the dielectric friction
are both the result of the dipolar interactions.
The Stokes-Einstein model [48] yields the rotational diffusion coefficient Dr of a solute
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as
Dr =

kT
ξ

(4.10)

where kT is the thermal energy and ξ is the friction coefficient which has a significant role
in experimental and theoretical studies.
Hydrodynamic Theory
Hydrodynamic theory treats a solute molecule as a smooth sphere rotating in a continuum solvent with shear viscosity. The rotation of the solute in solvent generates mechanical friction which is computable by hydrodynamic theory. Based on Stokes law [155] for a
molecule with radius r in a liquid with viscosity η , the friction coefficient is
ξ = 8πr3 η

(4.11)

and consequently (4.10) is equivalent to
kT
,
8πr3 η

(4.12)

1
ξ
=
,
6Dr
6kT

(4.13)

Dr =
and τr [40] is
τr =

and by substituting (4.11) in (4.13) yields
τr =

ηv
,
kT

(4.14)

where v is the volume of the solute molecule. We will discuss the significance of the above
relations in the calculation of the relaxation time for our system in Sec 5.3.3.ii.
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4.5

Non-equilibrium Systems

In nature, many systems are out of equilibrium and one cannot apply classical thermodynamics to them. A system in equilibrium is defined by a few macroscopic variables,
whereas this does not hold away from equilibrium. Since the system’s variables are fluctuating in non-equilibrium states, it is necessary to control at least one parameter to study
non-equilibrium systems.
For a system at equilibrium, states of matter and their transformations are thermodynamical concerns, whereas the explanation of the thermodynamics laws corresponding to
the atomic picture of matter is a statistical mechanical concern. Until recently, limitations of
statistical mechanics restricted the study of non-equilibrium states to only near-equilibrium
states. Having said that, in the past decade there have been further developments through
theories related to non-equilibrium states such as the transient fluctuation theorem, steadystate fluctuation theorem, and the non-equilibrium work relation or Jarzynski’s equality
(JE) [79] which links equilibrium and non-equilibrium processes.
Jarzynski’s equality is applied to systems in contact with a heat bath, which start in an
equilibrium state and move to non-equilibrium states by external forces. That is, JE is applicable to a system whose initial state is in thermal equilibrium. This is practically applied
nowadays to microscopic and mesoscopic systems. Based on the second law of thermodynamics applied to small systems, the distribution of the work p(W ; λ(τ )) for moving from
state λ0 to λt satisfies
hW i

> ∆G ≡ G(λt ) − G(λ0 )

(4.15)

λ(τ )

and the equality only holds for infinitely slow processes where p(W ) = δ(W − ∆G). Here
G is the Gibbs free energy. Eq (4.15) can be derived from the JE, described next.
The Jarzynski relation [79] starts with an initial thermal distribution of states and works
for any protocol λ(τ ), even beyond linear response to generate the change of free energy
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∆G (an equilibrium property) from a set of non-equilibrium trajectories:
D

e

−W

E

≡

Z

dW p(W ; λ(τ ))e−W = e−∆G ,

(4.16)

λ(τ )

where h...i is an average over an ensemble of nonequilibrium trajectories. This is (in principle) an infinite number of trajectories, all starting from the same equilibrium state and
using the same protocol λ(τ ). A corollary of (4.16) is the second law of thermodynamics, hW i > ∆G, (derived using Jensen’s inequality hex i ≥ ehxi ). The heat bath is at
temperature T and the system is in equilibrium states of (T, λ) where λ, an externally controlled parameter, is zero for the initial equilibrium state. As the system is evolving toward
non-equilibrium states, the magnitude of λ changes from λ0 to λt . The system is kept
thermostated and as λ increases, there is external work done on the system. As Jarzynski
showed [79], [78], for an NPT system [79]
D

E

e−β∆G = e−βW ,

(4.17)

i.e., the Boltzmann weighted change of the free energy for NPT ensembles in going from
some macrostate A to some other macrostate B is equal to the average of the Boltzmann weighted total work, reversible plus irreversible. Similarly, for an NVT ensemble
the average of the Boltzmann weighted total work is equivalent to Helmholtz free energy change, ∆F . For our system of interest, there is essentially no difference between
∆F and ∆G. According to Maxwell relations in thermodynamics ∆F = ∆U − T ∆S ,
∆G = ∆H − T ∆S and ∆H = ∆U + p∆V . Therefore, ∆U = ∆H − p∆V and by replacing that in ∆F , one gets ∆F = ∆G − p∆V . The difference between ∆F (NA , NB , V, T )
and ∆G(NA , NB , p, T ) is the term ∆V = V − VB , which was shown in Ch 2 and is ob∞
tained from V = VB + v ∞
A NA , and is equal to v A NA , when V and VB are the solution and

solvent volumes, respectively. As mentioned in Ch 3, the term ∆V is negligible.
In order to move along the RC between two macrostates, one does work on the system.
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The Boltzmann factor of the work done on the system averaged over (infinitely) many
trajectories with identical λ(t) is the right-hand side of the equation (4.16). Regardless
the drift speed for moving along the RC, or whether it is constant, the theory is general
and the only conditions are that the initial configuration A should be an equilibrium one,
and λ(τ ) should be the same for all trajectories. For ergodic systems, it is assumed that
final state B is in equilibrium in principle. However, as the system equilibrates in state
B no extra work is done on the system, so the requirement that B be an equilibrium state
can be dropped. In order to apply JE, in principle one requires an average over an infinite
number of pulls, i.e., to move along the RC an infinite number of times, and consequently
the convergence process takes place very slowly unless the drift speed is very slow. Low
drift speed conflicts with the purpose of applying non-equilibrium techniques to save the
time, and therefore further developments are required.
The following non-equilibrium work-free energy relation is more general than JE:
P (W )
= eβ(W −∆F ) .
P (−W )

(4.18)

Eq (4.18) is the well-known as Crooke’s fluctuation theorem (CFT) [33]. The left-hand
side gives the ratio of the probability density of forward work, WF = W , and reverse work,
WR = −W , on a particle travelling forward and backward, respectively, along some path,
and exactly the same microscopically reversed path. In addition, the dynamics of the system
should be both Markovian and stochastic. The right-hand side of Eq (4.18) is the Boltzmann
factor of (W − ∆F ). As W is the total work done on the system and ∆F is the reversible
part of it, W − ∆F is equal to the dissipative work, Wd . Equation (4.18) shows that for
a higher Wd , one has a higher value for the ratio in the right hand side of (4.18). That
is, the particle has a less chance of moving back along the same forward path. Thus, any
irreversible work in the system, regardless of magnitude, contributes in the returning path
deviating from the forward path.
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4.6

Simulation Methods

There are different techniques to run an MD simulation to obtain the PMF: i.e., using
a constraint or restraint, which both can be implemented in two different modes, dynamic
and static. These terms are now defined.
•Constraint: The PMF measured by MD simulations is useful for studying molecular
interactions and energetic processes in the system. An equilibrium or static study can be
carried out by either distribution function-based or force-based methods. Moving on an
explicit hypersurface in phase space is one of the characteristics of a system which has
constrained molecules. There are two options to keep a particle constrained [120]: The
first one is to measure the applied force at the beginning of each simulation time-step
required to hold the particle constrained along the desired path at the next time-step. The
force imposed by the system is cancelled by an applied force on the particle with the equal
and opposite magnitude in addition to the force which moves the constrained particle to the
target position during the next time-step. The second option is to manually set the value x
of the reaction coordinate at each simulation time-step which results in system’s reaction to
this enforced condition while the simulation is evolving. Since there is no applied external
force in this case, one finds it difficult to implement the constraint method since most
available MD packages do not allow the particle to disregard system forces .
As Ryckaert et al. [146] showed, one can divide the acting force on one particle into
two forces: the force which results from the potential energy, and the one from all the
constraints on the same particle which evolves in time:
F~T otal = F~applied + F~constraint .

(4.19)

F~applied does real work on the system, whereas F~constraint does no work on the system.
•Restraint: Unlike a constraint, a restraint allows the particle to oscillate around a
target value of the reaction coordinate x0 (t). So one can add an external force to the system
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to steer the particle under the mentioned condition and the restoring force is
F~restraint = −k(~x(t) − ~x0 (t)),

(4.20)

where k is the spring constant which is a measure of the restraint stiffness and x(t) is the
position of the particle near the target, the reaction coordinate x0 (t).
•Dynamic: In this method the position of the particle x(t) evolves with time t. The
practitioner implements a dynamic evolution of the system of interest and is allowed to
arbitrarily choose some of the degrees of freedom and constrain or restrain them along the
reaction coordinate. Polyatomic system dynamics include the interatomic bond stretching,
twisting and bending which respectively alter torsional and bond angles.
•Static: If one moves the system rapidly, dissipative forces develop in the system.
However, by implementing a static force, one can hold the particle exactly on the target
value (constraint), or allow the particle to oscillate, within the amplitude permitted by the
attached spring (restraint) around the target during the course of simulation. Thus the
position of the particle x(t) does not evolve with time t.
To conclude, an MD simulation can be performed with a technique which is combination of a method (constraint/restraint) and a mode (dynamic/static). We have chosen to
apply two techniques: the dynamic restraint protocol (DRP) as a non-equilibrium technique, and the static restraint protocol (SRP) as an equilibrium one.

4.6.1

Dynamic Restraint Protocol (DRP)

The standard non-equilibrium simulation technique to restrain the particle with a stiff
spring and guide it along the reaction coordinate is the dynamic restraint protocol. Applying a steering external force in a suitable direction accelerates the non-equilibrium process
and enables the study of the dynamics of binding and unbinding processes in biomolecular systems. In this regard, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) [76], which includes irreversibility, has been used extensively to study the physical mechanisms of a biological
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system’s function [59], [154], [75], [104], [74]. For example, forcing the molecule to move
by using a harmonic guiding potential (HGP) [93], as a non-equilibrium process, along a
dictated path in the configuration space is a basic SMD simulation. The HGP plays two
roles in SMD simulations: as a technique to steer the system by force, and as an instrument
to measure the force. At each time step, one can measure the deviation (x0 (~qN ) − x) (Eq
(4.2)) and as a result calculate the force and the work done on the system. Steering the
system gives a perturbation and the system responds (x0 (~qN ) − x) to that perturbation. The
SMD is a conventional non-equilibrium method to obtain the PMF [128], which is an equilibrium property. The significant advantage of SMD over MD is to generate improbable
but important molecular configurations on a nanosecond time scale. During the course of
the simulation, the system is perturbed by a time-dependent force which moves the system
along certain degrees of freedom.
When the applied force is weak and very slowly changing in time, SMD simulations
function similarly to umbrella sampling [159] and the overall molecular conformational
changes are minor. However, our interest is to study large conformational changes which
pushes the system to strongly non-equilibrium states through dynamic restraint methods.

Forward-Reverse (FR) Method
In the FR method [93], only the initial state is required to be at equilibrium. For practical reasons, one should hold a particle fairly close to the equilibrium state throughout a
pull. The drift speed of pulling forward and backward has a practical upper limit, as fast
pulling forces the system far out of equilibrium, and too many pulls would be required for
adequate sampling
The system should satisfy two conditions: over-damped Brownian motion and stiff
spring approximation [93] , so that the work distribution function along the reaction coordinate is Gaussian and the reaction coordinate is kept in the vicinity of the desired value.
The free energy change (∆F ) of the system, which is biased by the guiding potential is the
change in the PMF of the system with the aforementioned conditions.
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The validity of JE depends on very rare trajectories with Wd < 0 which apparently violate the second law of thermodynamics (they do not really as W d > 0). Since applying JE
theory for large systems consisting of ∼ 105 atoms is computationally unaffordable and the
maximum feasible number of non-equilibirum unidirectional pulls is ∼ 100 , reconstructing the PMF along the reaction coordinate is a challenging task due to the lack of sampling
of the rare paths. In the case of SMD paths, the sampling region is very narrow, or around
the peak of the Gaussian (PF (W )), i.e., the system is very close to equilibrium. With an
infinitely slow drift speed, one can assure that the system is in equilibrium, and the process is reversible (path independent), so that Wd = 0 and JE becomes hexp(−βWd )i = 1.
Liphardt et al. [102] attempted applying JE to unfold RNA under near-equilibrium condition and the experiment was successful in validating JE. Later, JE was applied to calculate
the free-energy for simplified models [72], [186] [142]; however, for large biomolecular
systems there were just a few studies [80], [166] combining JE with SMD simulations to
calculate the PMF.
Kosztin et al [93] invented a simple and efficient method known as the FR method
which enables one to obtain the PMF and a corresponding diffusion coefficient D(x) along
a reaction coordinate x. Applying FR, a small number of forward (F ) and reverse (R) fast
non-equilibrium SMD pulls enable one to sufficiently sample the forward/reverse work
distribution function PF/R (W ) around the peak and estimate the average forward/reverse
2
work W F/R to calculate the PMF. Having said that, a good estimate of the variance (σW
=
2

W 2 − W ) of the actual width of PF/R (W ) is impossible due to the lack of sampling.
Based on Crooks’ fluctuation theorem (4.18), if PF (W ) is Gaussian and with the variance,
2
σW
= 2kB T W d , PR (W ) is Gaussian as well. As a result, Kosztin et al. [93] found that

W d = W dR = W dF and the average reverse work W R is equal to W F − 2∆F . Therefore,
the PMF is
∆F =

WF − WR
,
2

(4.21)
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and the mean dissipative work is simply the mean of the forward and reverse works,
Wd =

WF + WR
.
2

(4.22)

Using Crooks’ fluctuation theorem (4.18), Kosztin et al. [93] chose the most common steering protocol in SMD simulations with a constant velocity change in the reaction coordinate.
For the time interval τ of each pull of FR method, the particle is forced to drift starting at
xA of the reaction coordinate (x) to get to x with a drift velocity v.
x = xA + vt,

0≤t≤τ

(4.23)

where v is equal to (xB − xA )/τ , xB the final value of the reaction coordinate and τ the
overall time of one forward or reverse SMD pull.
In spite of the fact that FR is simply implementable and has a good convergence rate, it
is sometimes challenging to perform the reverse pulls. As a soft-matter system is steered in
one direction, it experiences significant conformational changes. Steering such a system
through a reverse pull can be improbable, e.g., unfolding-folding process of a protein.
Unfolding a protein is simply performed by stretching the protein from both ends, whereas
folding it back it is impracticable to push the two ends together and expect that protein
refold properly. Facing the challenge while performing the reverse pull was the motivation
to develop methods with non-linear and linear drift along the reaction coordinate [15], [16],
[121] which can completely avoid that difficulty.

Oscillating Forward-Reverse (OFR) Method
Nategholeslam et al. [121] developed a new method which elegantly overcame the difficulty of the FR method just mentioned. They adjusted the FR method by introducing
an extra periodic oscillating term to the steering protocol (4.23) which enables one to obtain sufficient sampling over the course of one pull from the initial, xA , to the final, xB ,
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value of the reaction coordinate. OFR is mostly advantageous for simulating bimolecular systems including protein molecules and other soft matter molecular structures since
complete backward pulls may be constructed from the oscillations. The reversibility of the
system during each small oscillation is much more probable. The target path is described
by
x = xA + vt + Asin(ωt),

(4.24)

where A is the amplitude ( with A | xB − xA |), 0 ≤ t ≤ T and 1/ω  T , with T the
total simulation time.
According to the OFR steering method, the system of interest is guided with a constant
drift velocity v and an oscillating velocity, with maximum value Aω, simultaneously. One
can choose the value of ω based on the total number of forward and backward pulls in the
FR method. The sinusoidal oscillating term steers the system at each location to move back
and forth around its average position. One chooses the amplitude based on four criteria :
the oscillation amplitude should be sufficiently large in comparison with the size of the
particle and thermal fluctuations. Also, it should be large enough to cover a few bin sizes
so that one can construct the PMF from the samplings. Nevertheless, the amplitude should
be sufficiently small to enable the system to return to its previous state when travelling
the backward half of each oscillation. Since the maximum magnitude of the oscillation
velocity vosc is proportional to A and ω, the amplitude should be sufficiently large so that
the oscillation velocity becomes much larger than the drift velocity.
vosc,max = Aω  vdrif t ,

(4.25)

where vdrif t = the total travelled distance/ the total simulation time . As a result,one can
calculate ω from (4.25). For a distance travelled equal to 2A, the total simulation time
required is ∆t = 2A/vdrif t and if the system oscillates n times along the same distance,
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the period Tω is
2A
nvdrif t

(4.26)

πnvdrif t
,
A

(4.27)

Tω =
and here ω is
ω=

where n is the number of oscillations; one would obviously collect more sampling with
larger n. On the other hand, the magnitude of ω is proportional to n and it would increase
with n which forces the system farther from its equilibrium state. The magnitudes of n and
ω directly influences the dissipative work. The smaller W d is, the smaller the deviations
from the target path become. The combination of Eq (4.25) and the requirements of Eq
(4.24) limit the suitable range of A:
vdrif t
 A | xB − xA | .
ω

(4.28)

As much as implementing OFR protocol seems feasible and convenient, it pushes the system much further from equilibrium in comparison with FR due to the extra oscillation term.
Although non-equilibrium methods do not cost computationally as much as equilibrium
techniques, using an equilibrium MD simulation technique which is easy to implement
and generates a more accurate PMF with less systematic and statistical error to validate
non-equilibrium methods is useful. Some details of equilibrium, or static, methods are
discussed next.

4.6.2

Static Methods

Static methods are convenient to collect enough sampling to build the PMF for a system
travelling along a reaction coordinate from xA to xB .To implement this one lets the system
equilibrate around some points of the reaction coordinate. This happens by selecting an
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initial point as a target value xA and letting the system equilibrate in the vicinity of that
value by constraining [153], [42], [30], [107] or restraining [143], [38], [39]the particle
(static constraint or static restraint methods). After the system approaches its equilibrium
state at the desired value on the reaction coordinate, one moves the particle to the next
desired point and does the same until the particle eventually gets to the final value xB .
By performing a static constraint/restraint simulation, one collects sufficient samplings of
the constraining/restraining force to hold the particle at the target value, and allowing the
system to reach thermodynamic equilibrium at each point. Collecting as many sample
points as one wishes is the advantage of static methods. Having said that, implementing
the constraint technique has some difficulties as the object has to be positioned at the exact
desired value xA and the simulation is performed in equilibrium state. Sampling all the
relevant conformations at xA is challenging as well. The other technique, restraining the
particle, circumvents that difficulty by letting the particle explore around the target point
and collecting enough samples to calculate the average force, the desired output. The
average force is a direct measurement of the derivative of the PMF [37], one can build the
PMF by an efficient calculation and small statistical errors .

4.7

Analysis Details

Collecting data from any selected SMD protocol and analysing it by dividing the reaction coordinate into number of bins is standard for computational studies. The higher
the number of bins, the higher the resolution of the PMF. The system, which is moving
from an initial state A to a final state B, crosses each bin at least one time during the whole
simulation time. Travelling the total length of the reaction coordinate in forward and reverse directions for several times enables one to collect sufficient samplings to calculate
the average forward and reverse work and determine the free energy change across each
bin (4.21). There are two recently developed methods that we shall use for this study: bincrossing [121], [69] For the OFR method, and bin-passing (Nategholeslam et al., soon-to-be
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published) which is applicable to the FR and OFR methods .

4.7.1

Bin-crossing Method

One terms it “one complete bin-crossing ” when the system, which is steered along
the reaction coordinate, enters the bin from one side, traverses the bin, and exits from
the other side of the same bin. Fig 4.1 shows a schematic view of the bin-crossing process. As the system enters the bin, the external work done on the system is accumu-

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the progression of the particle travelling from X to Y by OFR protocol

lated during the bin-crossing process until the system departs from the opposite boundary of the bin. One calculates the average dissipative work from (4.22) [93]. As was
mentioned in sections 4.5 and 4.6.1, for most Brownian systems which are steered by a
stiff spring with forward and reverse pulls, and an average constant drift speed, one has
WF,reversible = −WR,reversible =free energy change, and W d = W dR = W dF . The system
which is guided by a harmonic steering restraint with a stiff spring may happen to move
backward while steered forward. The backward movement results from either a thermal
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fluctuation or the system overshooting from the stiff spring. This is a known drawback of
using a stiff spring for steering a system. The bin-crossing method neglects these backward movements while calculating the average forward work as the system is pulled in the
forward direction. For example, a particle which is moving along a reaction coordinate x
passes state Xn and is steered toward Xn+1 for every time step. If it travels back over the
Xn boundary, the current work accumulation is neglected. The work is not counted until
the particle traverses the boundary of Xn in the forward direction and continues forward
until the particle crosses Xn+1 . The accumulated work for bin b (4.1) is recorded when
Xn+1 is crossed.
Discarding the reverse movements while calculating the average forward initially seems
intuitive, convenient and sufficiently accurate , but Nategholeslam [120] proved otherwise
by developing and implementing the “bin-passing” technique.

4.7.2

Bin-passing Method

The bin-passing method takes into account all of the reverse movements to calculate
the average reverse work while moving forward and backward. This counting advantage
yields a more accurate free energy profile [120]. Nategholeslam et al. explain that the total
average work consists of reversible and irreversible parts. The reversible part is equivalent
to the free energy change with a negative sign. This is not true for the irreversible contribution to the total work. The average dissipative forward and reverse works are both positive
as Kosztin et al. [93] show.
When the particle is travelling overall in the forward direction, some of the reversible
work corresponding with the forward work will be cancelled by the negative contribution
corresponding to the reverse work. However, the irreversible parts of the forward and
reverse work add while moving in the forward direction. Nategholeslam et al. explain that
in signal-noise language the reversible work accounts for signal and the irreversible work
accounts for noise. As the total work is composed of signal and noise, by considering all the
forward and reverse works of the forward direction as the total forward work one obtains
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an inaccurate total forward work value, which is less than the actual value according to the
above explanation. And the total dissipative work W dF calculated for the forward direction
is higher than the real value. Nategholeslam et al. define the reverse work of the forward
direction as part of the forward work of the reverse direction W R which has a negative
free energy change. Similarly , the reverse work of the reverse direction with positive free
energy change would add to the forward work W F of the forward direction. Ultimately,
they propose a scheme to calculate the total average forward and reverse work.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
“However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.” Winston
Churchill

5.1

Introduction

As stated in Chapter 1, the objective of this study is to investigate the pair interaction
in solution of our cationic antimicrobial peptide of interest “HHC-36” [26] experimentally
and theoretically. We performed the ITC experiment to measure the enthalpy of binding and
calculate the enthalpy second virial coefficient B H . The theoretical aspect of the study was
carried out by a series of MD simulations with different techniques which already have been
described in Chapter 4. Initially, some toy simulation examples were performed to validate
the simulation protocols and parameters. The following sections present the result of the
HHC-36 ITC experiment, the result of toy models MD simulations, and concludes with
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showing the result of HHC-36 pair interaction performed by MD simulation techniques
and comparison with experiment.

5.2

Experimental Results

As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, we measured the binding enthalpy by an ITC experiment.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the change of the system enthalpy during the course of the
experiments. To analyse the output of the ITC machine, the buffer-buffer titration data

Figure 5.1: Raw thermogram of two ITC experiments of titration for HHC-36 peptides
interaction in buffer at 310 K and 1 atm. They show the heat change (heat spikes) in µcal
per time (minute) over the course of the ITC experiment in minutes.

were considered as the baseline and the peptide-buffer titration data of each trial were
calibrated with the buffer-buffer titration data . These two experiments were expected to
yield identical results within expected error. We took the average value of the two data
sets and graphed the cumulative heat change (kcal/molinjectant ) versus the concentration
of the injectant in the cell after each injection as shown in Fig 5.3. Here, we recall the
virial coefficients from Chapter 2. As discussed there, at low solute concentrations any
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Figure 5.2: The binding isotherms from the integrated thermograms shown in Fig (5.1).
They demonstrate the ratio of the change the reaction heat of per mole of injectant (HHC36) vs molar ratio at T=310 K and P=1 atm.
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Figure 5.3: The ordinate represents the cumulative heat change per mole of injectant (HHC36) at each stage and the abscissa shows the concentration of injectant in the cell after each
injection at T=310 K and P=1 atm. The axes are the enthalpy change per mole of the solute
(y-axis) ∆H/NA (where ∆H = H − HB − HAideal ) and the solute concentration (x-axis)
cA . The slope divided by kB T is B H in Eq (5.2) in units 106 litre/mol2 , which we convert
to Å3 .
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thermodynamic potential is expandable as a series in the concentration . The expansion of
∆H (given in Eq (2.77) ) in the solute number density basis is given by
∆H
N2
= AH NA + A B H ,
kB T
VB

(5.1)

ideal
, AH is the first virial coefficient, B H the second,
where ∆H = H − Hsolvent − Hsolute

VB the pure solvent volume, and NA the number of molecules of the solute which in our
system is HHC-36 peptide. By dividing both side of the equation by NA , we get
∆H
NA H
B ,
= AH +
NA kB T
VB

(5.2)

where NA /VB is related to the solute number density NA /V = cA by using (2.75), V =
∞
VB + v ∞
A NA with vA the solute partial molar volume at infinite dilution. This correction

is usually negligible. The enthalpy second virial coefficient, B H , in Eqs (3.18) and (5.1)
corresponds to the slope of the graph in Fig 5.3. In principle, one obtains the first virial
coefficient, AH , from the intercept in Fig 5.3, whereas, in our method of analysis, based on
Eq (3.18) the term AH disappears due to the identity which has been defined in Eq (3.8).
The experimental enthalpy second virial coefficient B H (Eq (3.18)) is extracted from Fig
5.3, and estimated to be (−8 ± 0.9) × 107 Å3 . As is illustrated in Fig 5.3, the cumulative
binding enthalpy at each concentration corresponding to the injections is a negative value.
This emphasizes that the binding process is exothermic. In addition, B H has a negative
value which elucidates that the average pair interaction is attractive and confirms the last
statement.
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5.3

Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results of three systems. The first system, which
is our first toy simulation example, is composed of sodium ions in physiological solution.
The second system consists of two benzene molecules in bulk water, while the last system
includes HHC-36 peptides in physiological solution.

5.3.1

Sodium-Sodium PMF

Studies have shown that ionic interactions are significantly influential in biological systems and physiological processes. The structure and properties of liquids [66], [50] , the
properties of ion transport processes , and the ion permeability of biological membranes
are influenced by the ionic forces [4]. Since our system of interest consists of identically
charged peptides in physiological solution, as a test case we simulated an already-published
system [133], [36], [100] composed of two sodium ions in water solution. A series of
simulations was performed for 10, 30 and 70ns. The simulation box had dimensions of
24x24x24 Å. CHARMM27 [83] and TIP3P [81] were selected as force field and water
model , respectively. The simulations were run under periodic boundary conditions and
constant-NPT ensemble conditions. The temperature and pressure were kept constant during the course of the simulations at 300K and 1atm , respectively. NAMD 2.8 (NAnoscale
Molecular Dynamics program) [134] and the OFR [121] technique were used to perform
the simulations with time step of 2 fs. Electrostatic interactions were calculated by the
particle mesh Ewald method with grid spacing of recommended value of 1 Å [134] . The
van der Waals pair-potential was smoothly cut off at 12 Å. A 500-picosecond energy minimization and equilibration was carried out prior to the production simulation. The results
of the three PMFs were consistent; each was calibrated to approach zero at large separation
.
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Figure 5.4: Interionic PMF of N a+ − N a+ in dilute aqueous solution. OFR parameters
were: drift speed vdrif t = 2 Å/ns, the number of oscillations, n, was selected to be 300, the
amplitude A = 1 Å, and spring constant k is 500 kcal/(mol Å2 ). The simulation was run for
30 ns. Our result (OFR) [121] (with error bars) is compared to that of Lin et al [100] (no
error bars given).

To attempt to validate our results qualitatively and quantitatively, our results were compared with previous studies [133] [35] [36] [100]. However, no previous results used the
same water model and force fields. The analysis of the simulation data was done by using
the analysis code OFR-AT [69]. Lin et al. developed their own “image-charge solvation
model” and applied the combination of their model with umbrella sampling with the SPC
water model. As a result of using classical effective force fields for these studies, it is not
necessary for the constructed PMFs to be be physically correct, as is more nearly true for
the Timko et al. study which used ab initio simulations for aqueous N a+ − Cl− . As is
shown in Fig 5.4, the first minimum and maximum, and the corresponding interionic distances, are different; This is likely due to the fact that the force fields and water model
differ. The PMF generated by OFR has the first minimum at 3.7 Å and the second one at
6 Å. The first minimum shows a repulsive interaction almost equal to the attractive force
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which can be interpreted as the deformation of water molecular structure, which contributes
to the formation of more stable ion-water complexes (water shell structure surrounding the
ions ) which results in the rise of the PMF. This attractive characteristic of the solvent force
leads to a tendency of association of like-charged ion pairs. At the maximum around 4.6 Å,
the repulsion of hydrogen-sodium ion dominates and contributes to instability of sodiumsodium pair structure which was stabilized by the oxygen of the solvent molecule in the
central region. The second minimum occurs at 6 Å which is evidence for the presence of
water molecules between two ions and the formation a hydration shell surrounding each
ion. The corresponding two minima in the PMF generated by Lin et al. are seen to occur at
3.9 Å and 6.2 Å respectively. With respect to the general trend ,the PMFs from previous
studies and this work agree with each other qualitatively.

5.3.2

Benzene-Benzene Interaction

After our selection of the simulation protocol to obtain the non-equilibrium work, (dynamic restraint (DR) as explained briefly in Sec. 5.3, the next step was to apply the theory
in Chapter 2. The next toy model we simulated is a system composed of two benzene
molecules in bulk water. The following section includes the system parametrization and
the study of benzene-benzene pair interaction in the aforementioned environments. The
benzene molecule has a symmetric structure (C6 H6 ), zero net charge and is known to be an
aromatic hydrocarbon with a very low solubility in water. It has been extensively studied
in both gas [161] and liquid [144] [61] phases as a classic hydrophobe .
The systems of interest have two benzene molecules with the initial topology , the rigid
molecular model with 12-site benzene, generated in Molefacture (version 1.3) environment
of VMD (version 1.9). CHARMM27 [83] and TIP3P [81] were chosen for force field and
water model. The box size is 30x30x42 Å for the system including 2 benzene molecules
and 1123 water molecules. For benzene-benzene in water, three series of constant-NVT
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Figure 5.5: A snapshot of benzene-benzene in bulk water, taken when one benzene
molecule is approaching the other one. Both molecules are allowed to tumble freely at
each separation of the centers of mass.

simulations were carried out at three different temperatures, 298, 303 and 308K. The pressure was kept constant during the simulations at 1atm . Two benzene molecules were
initially positioned 12 Å apart and one of the benzenes was pulled toward the other one
with the drift speed of 1Å/ns , the spring constant being 50 kcal/mol/ Å2 , and the desired
number of oscillations was 150. Both benzene molecules were allowed to freely tumble
and the PMF was produced by averaging over all degrees of freedom other than the reaction coordinate. The system was energy-minimized and equilibrated and simulated with
the OFR method [121] for 12.5 ns per simulation. The PMF of benzene-benzene in water
was built by averaging over a 37 ns sampling time for each temperature , other than for the
temperature 303 K, which was run for 60 ns. The simulation results were analysed by the
bin-crossing technique (Sec. 4.7.1) and the OFR-AT code [69] and compared with previous
studies [82], [101], [167]. As some of them did not show error bars with their results and
mostly their results did not agree with the results of the experiment, we decided to compare
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our result with the result of an ab-initio-quantum simulation [101]. Although different water models, force fields and simulation algorithms have been used for these studies , they
show qualitative agreement in the pair interaction behaviour of benzene molecules in water.
Fig 5.6 depicts some quantitative discrepancies but overall qualitative agreements between
the results of Linse [101] and this study. The slope of repulsive wall for both cases is almost
the same, and the well depths for both PMF are similar, 0.5 vs 0.8 kcal/mol. In addition,
both curves converge to zero at about 8 Å. These PMFs were produced at T=298 K.

Figure 5.6: PMF wAA (r) of benzene-benzene in water at T = 298 K. The obtained nonequilibrium OFR benzene-benzene PMF of this study (with error bars) is compared with
that of the Linse ab-initio-quantum static PMF (no error bars given). Both PMFs are obtained by averaging over all the orientations.

To proceed with further study of the benzene-benzene pair interaction, we investigate
the connection between simulation and experiment. As presented in Chapter 2, the link
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between the two aspects was explained. The osmotic second virial coefficient Be was introduced as the bridge which connects the result of the simulation (Ch. 4) to that of the ITC
experiment (Ch.3). The calculation of the osmotic second virial coefficient from simulae was
tion was described in Chapter 2 (Eq (2.5). The osmotic second virial coefficient (B)

determined for benzene-benzene in water at 303 K from simulation as Be = −758 ± 35
Å3 [162] , where the vacuum pair potential parameters were extracted from the previous
studies . The result was in a good agreement with the experimental value Be = −715 ± 15
Å3 which was measured from vapor pressure experiments at 303 K by using the concentration dependence of Henry’s law constant KH [161], whereas some discrepancies were
observed in comparison with previous simulation values [82], [101], [167] and with that
obtained from a simplified model for the PMF [144].
e one requires simTo implement the theory in Chapter 2, i.e., to determine B H from B,

ulating the system of benzene molecules in water at least at two different temperatures to
get the temperature derivative (Fig 5.7) of Be to calculate B H from Eq (2.77). Hallen and
colleagues [61] measured the binding enthalpy for benzene-water system at 298 K by two
techniques of flow and titration calorimetry, and we extracted B H = 2330 ± 30 Å3 from
their result with the same technique we used and explained in Sec. 5.2 (Fig. 5.3) to obtain B H for HHC-36 from the slope (Eq. (5.2)). After calculating Be = −675 ± 35 Å3
at 298 K from the simulation, B H = 4960 ± 2000 Å3 was obtained from Eq (2.79) by
calculating the four terms as was reported in the recent study by Vafaei et al. [162]. It is
e
necessary to note that only the first term of Eq (2.79), −T (∂ B/∂T
), was calculated for
e
this study. Given the large error, due to the crude two-point derivative used for (∂ B/∂T
),
e
calculating the other small terms was pointless. The terms −T (∂ B/∂T
) and T αB Be con-

stitute nearly ∼100 percent of the value as the contribution of the other terms is negligible.
The discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical value of B H may result largely
from the approximate two point derivative of the temperatures which are only 10◦ C apart.
For higher accuracy, it is required to run the simulation at three different temperatures with
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Figure 5.7: PMF wAA (r) of benzene-benzene in water at two neighbouring temperatures.
The PMFs are depicted in different colors and with different symbols, circle and squares
which are respectively representative for T= 298 and 308 K. We also did the simulation for
T=303 K, but for clarity, the data for T=303 K is not shown on this graph.
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15◦ C intervals. Fig 5.7 illustrates the comparison between the PMFs of benzene-benzene in
water at two temperatures, 298 and 308 K. The well depth becomes larger as the temperature rises. This is typical for hydrophobic interactions. As the value of well depth increases
e
, the value of Be becomes more negative which results in a positive value −T (∂ B/∂T
).
e
As the contribution of this term , −T (∂ B/∂T
), is positive , B H has a positive sign which

reflects that the average predominant interactions are repulsive. Thus, a positive B H is interpreted as corresponding to a positive binding enthalpy ∆H value. As discussed in Ch.
2, a negative Be implies that the average benzene-benzene interaction is attractive. The positive B H shows that the binding process is endothermic, and the driving force to promote
the binding process is entropy, or the process is “entropy driven”, which is correct for the
case of benzene as it is known to be a classic hydrophobe.
In the next section, we will discuss a more complex system composed of HHC-36
peptides in physiological solution and investigate the pair interactions via MD simulations,
recalling the results from Section 5.2. The simulations have been carried out at three neighbouring temperatures , 295, 310, and 325 K. We will extract the osmotic second virial coefficient Be by integrating the PMF and estimate B H , and compare with the experimental
enthalpy second virial coefficient we obtained in Section 5.2.

5.3.3

Peptide-Peptide Interaction

As stated in Ch. 1, the objective of this study is to develop a better understanding of
HHC-36 peptide-peptide interaction in physiological solution and correlate the result of the
simulation study with that of the experiment. In this section, we review the structure and
dynamics of HHC-36, discuss the parameters of the simulations , and present the results.
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5.3.3.i

Structure and Dynamics of HHC-36

The structure and dynamics of HHC-36 molecules was predicted [123] by using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy experiments and MD simulations. Nichols et al. hypothesized a “dynamic” turn structure for HHC-36. A turn structure (Fig 1.4)has been previously
reported for other peptides ( [32], [180]). Running experiments and simulations at different temperatures (273 to 350 K), they observed conformational changes between various
turn structures. Nichols et al. estimated the free energy change (∼ 1 kT) between the two
most probable turn (β and α) [123], [120] structures and summarized the possibility of the
coexistence of these two turns over the wide range of temperatures previously mentioned,
and hence a dynamic structure. By studying CD spectra, Nichols and colleagues concluded that HHC-36 molecules have the tendency to self-aggregate at higher concentration
(∼ 100 µM ) despite the fact that they have a high positive charge of +5, which supports
the possibility of hydrophobic peptide-peptide attraction (similar to what we observed for
sodium-sodium interaction in Sec. 5.3.1).
To fully understand self-association of the peptides, it is required to simulate a very
large system of many peptides for a long time, which is not currently feasible due to the
computational cost. As a more modest project, which is feasible, it was decided to investigate the binary peptide-peptide interaction for the molecule of interest (HHC-36).
5.3.3.ii

Simulation Setup and System Parameters

A series of all-atom constant-NPT and -NVT molecular dynamic simulations of the
HHC-36 pair PMF was carried out using NAMD. The dynamic restraint protocol (DRP)
for the non-equilibrium, and the static restraint protocol for the equilibrium simulations,
were selected for this study. The simulations were run at three different temperatures to be
e to
able to calculate the temperature derivative of the second osmotic virial coefficient B,

enable later calculation of the enthalpy second virial coefficient B H . The following section
provides the details of these simulations, i.e., the configuration of the system and the values
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Figure 5.8: A snapshot of two HHC-36 molecules moving around each other while the
centers of mass of both molecules coincide at T=295 K and p=1 atm . The blue and yellow spheres represents Cl− and N a+ ions, respectively. The background dots are water
molecules.
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of various simulation parameters. The molecular topology of HHC-36 [123] was generated
by letting a fully-unfolded HHC-36 equilibrate for 1.6µs at 310K. The initial configuration
of the system was built by VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) [73]. The TIP3P water
model was used. CHARMM36 was selected for use in this study. The system is in contact
with a heat bath to keep the temperature constant.

Figure 5.9: A snapshot of two HHC-36 molecules in physiological solution, sitting at a distance of 50 Å apart from each other at T=295 K and p=1 atm. The blue and yellow spheres
represents Cl− and N a+ ions, respectively. The background dots are water molecules.

Each system contains two HHC-36 peptides initially positioned apart from each other
Fig 5.9. The maximum separation is 50 Å taken along the x direction, chosen as the reaction coordinate . The peptide unfolded-length is about 20 Å. The x, y and z dimensions of
the simulation box are 110, 80, and 80 Å, respectively. There are 2 HHC-36 peptides, 9241
water molecules, 63 sodium ions, and 73 chloride ions in the box. Langevin dynamics with
a damping coefficient of 5/ps was used as a thermostat. For constant-NVT simulations, by
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using the Nosé-Hoover method, the pressure was fixed at 1 atm . Electrostatic interactions
were calculated by the particle mesh Ewald method [134] . The hydrogen bond length was
kept constant during the course of the simulations. A 2-femtosecond time step was used for
this study. The van der Waals forces were cut off at a pair-distance of 10 Å. The peptides
are in a physiological solution , composed of water and NaCl (0.15 M). HHC-36 has 5 positive (+5e) charges located in its side chains ( 3 Arginines and 2 Lysines). To compensate
for the unbalanced charge, 10 extra Cl− ions are added to neutralize the system.
HHC-36 is composed of 9 residues which, in an unfolded condition, is 2nm in length.
The peptides are allowed to tumble freely with their centers of mass held fixed. According
to the equations in Sec. 4.4.2 and the equations derived by Spears [152], for HHC-36 with
a roughly estimated radius of 1nm, the estimated dielectric relaxation time is ∼1/64 ns.
Bora et al. [12] estimated the rotational diffusion constant Dr to be 0.085 ns−1 for the
amyloid β-peptide (Aβ40 ), that is τr from (4.13) is ∼2 ns. Mukherjee et al. [119] give a
comparison of the predicted total friction and the experimental results for different protein
molecules. Based on their estimated dielectric friction coefficients for large molecules and
estimated dielectric friction for Aβ40 by Bora et al. [12], we estimate that for HHC-36,
9 residues in length, the rotational diffusion coefficient Dr is ∼0.7 ns−1 and this gives a
rotational relaxation time τr of about 0.5ns.
To guarantee that the system initially is equilibrated before starting the production run,
we let it equilibrate for 4 ns which was sufficient according to Nategholeslam et al.’s data
(equilibration time ∼ 2 ns [120]).
5.3.3.iii

Back-of-the-envelope Calculation of Spring Constant k

Implementing DRP requires to choose optimum values for some parameters, e.g., steering spring constant (k) , drift velocity (v), and amplitude (A). To acquire a good estimate
of an optimum k, a series of simulations with a wide range of k values from 50 to 15000
kcal.mol−1 . Å−2 have been run for systems with peptide-lipid [120] and peptide-peptide
interactions, and the optimum k value for DRP was found to be 50 kcal.mol−1 . Å−2 .
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The drawback of using a very stiff spring , as explained in Ch. 4, is that it causes
overshooting the particle and the system moves back while it is dictated to go forward. In
addition, using higher values of spring constant leads to a higher value of the slope (or
force) before the PMF converges to zero in the long-range region [120]. The larger the
system is, the higher the number of the degrees of freedom and the dimension of phase
space become. Intuitively one assumes that running the simulation for a longer time contributes to sufficient samplings of the phase space and statistical error reductions. Also,
the accuracy of averaging the system quantities benefits from a longer simulation time. On
the other hand, the longer simulation time can yield the accumulation of systematic error
due to an “inertial effects” [120]. Due to this systematic error, Nategholeslam et al. [120]
carried out a series of simulations with different spring constants for a system which was
guided by steered molecular dynamics (SMD) under the condition of a stiff spring constant. Perisic [130] proposed that the amplitude fluctuations of the measured force during
the course of the experiment and the external work fluctuations are affected by the stiffness
of the spring. For a sufficiently large spring constant, the values of the Helmholtz free
energy and the PMF are very close. Nategholeslam et al. [120] revisited the stiff spring
approximation and explained that since the system is steered by the SMD protocol and the
total simulation time is divided into time-steps, choosing a large value of spring constant
for the harmonic steering potential yields an acceleration in the steered part of the system
over a large portion of the total simulation time. As mentioned in Ch. 4, over-shooting
from the target points due to the large stiffness of spring results in an extra kinetic energy
during those time-steps, and consequently the whole system is accelerated. Consequently,
the requirement for obeying the overdamped Brownian motion is not fulfilled any more.
For an overdamped Brownian system of an harmonic oscillator, with a mass of m, a drift
velocity of v, and a friction force of −γv where γ is the drag coefficient,
F = −k∆x − γv,

(5.3)
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where F is the total of the steering potential and the average drag forces, and ∆x is the
displacement of the molecule. Based on Newton’s second law,
mẍ + γ ẋ + kx = 0,

(5.4)

where ẋ and ẍ are the first and second derivatives of the displacement, respectively. The
three parameters m, k, and γ play significant roles in determining the mode of the motion,
e.g., underdamped, critically damped, or overdamped [120]. An overdamped motion occurs
when the following condition is satisfied,
γ
>
2m

s

k
,
m

(5.5)

where (k/m)1/2 = ω0 , and ω0 is the underdamped angular frequency of the oscillator. The
mode of critically damped motion occurs when the right hand side of (5.5) is equal to the
left hand side. To estimate the drag coefficient γ, which depends on the surrounding environment of the moving object, we can use Stokes’ law [155] for typical systems composed
of biomolecules in water with small drift velocity and Reynolds number. Assuming that
the drifting particle is a sphere, we obtain the drag coefficient from
γ = 6πηr,

(5.6)

where r is the radius of the steered particle, and η is the shear viscosity of the fluid. After
substituting (5.6) in (5.5), Nategholeslam et al. [120] obtained (5.7) as the upper limit to
choose k.
k6

9π 2 η 2 r2
.
m

(5.7)

For HHC-36 peptide, with a mass of 2.47 × 10−24 kg and a radius of ∼ 10 Å, in a medium,
e.g., water with the viscosity of 6.92 × 10−4 Pa.s at T=310 K, the upper limit of k is equal
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to 24.7 kcal.mol−1 .Å−2 [120].
Based on the law of conservation of energy, Etotal = K + U , the total energy Etotal of a
harmonic oscillator at each point is composed of the kinetic energy, K, and the potential energy, U . A back-of-the-envelope [7] calculation using the equipartition theorem for thermal
equilibrium conditions enables us to estimate the value of k. According to the Boltzmann
distribution of a harmonically bound object, the position fluctuations δx resulting from the
restraint can be calculated
1
1
kδx2 = kB T,
2
2

(5.8)

which is the the equipartition theorem. Thus, the lower limit of k can be obtained
kδx2 > kB T.

(5.9)

With kB = 0.0019872041kcal/mol.K , T = 310K, and δx =0.1 Å, we will have k > 61.6
kcal.mol−1 .Å−2 [120].
As mentioned at the beginning of section 5.3.3.iii, k = 50kcal.mol−1 .Å−2 was chosen
as a compromise between the upper and the lower limit values which are in conflict.
5.3.3.iv

Calculation of the PMFs at T= 295 and 325 K

Three series of simulations have been carried out implementing the FR method [93] at
T= 295 K and 325 K. The data were analysed as in [120] and the PMFs were calculated
and presented in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The PMFs are averaged over all orientations. To
reduce statistical errors and generate sufficient samplings, we have built 20 different initial
configurations.
The change in the free energy profile, demonstrated in Fig 5.10, is manipulated by
the intensity of long-range electrostatic interactions and short-range van der Waals interactions at each position on the reaction coordinate, which here is the distance between two
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HHC-36 peptides. The peptide-peptide attractive interaction results from averaging all the
hydrophobic interactions between Trp residues, known for the high hydrophobicity, London dispersion forces, and long-range electrostatic interactions. Four Trp residues make the
peptide very hydrophobic, whereas five positive charges lead to a high hydrophilicity level
in HHC-36. The distribution of the charges and tryptophan residues is symmetric which is
distinctive about this peptide.
The finite distance where zero inter-particle potential occurs, σ, is about 8.5 Åand the
value of the  , the well depth of the PMF, is ∼ 2.5 kcal.mol−1 .

Figure 5.10: PMF wAA (r) of HHC-36 peptide-peptide in aqueous solution at T=295 K and
p=1 atm.

Comparing the well depth of HHC-36 peptide-peptide interaction with that of
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peptide-membrane interaction [120], we observed a shallower well for the peptide-peptide
PMF. As peptides are similarly charged unlike peptide and membrane, it is clear that
peptide-peptide interaction occurs with less electrostatic attraction. Intuitively, one finds
that similarly charged molecules do not attract each other, whereas previous studies have
shown that even similarly charged ions in solution [69] have shown otherwise. The presence of water molecules between two particles with the same charge and the existence of
solvation force yield attractive interaction between those particles. In short range region
when two particles are approaching each other, the water molecules are imposed to leave
the gap between the particles [158] and they can not manipulate the pure two-body interaction any more.
Temperature Effect
As the objective was to calculate the theoretical enthalpy second virial coefficient B H
at T=310 K, we performed the HHC-36 peptide-peptide simulations at two temperatures
e the first term of Eq (2.79).
295 K and 325 K to calculate the temperature derivative of B,

The simulation parameters of this system were the same as those of the system at T=295
K. The PMF at T=325 K, presented in Fig 5.11, shows some differences in the well depth
 and the position of the repulsive wall σ comparing to the PMF in Fig 5.10. The well
is shallower with an  about 1.2 kcal.mol−1 , and the repulsive wall position σ is at ∼ 11
Å. In other words, the average attraction between two peptides reduced by increasing the
temperature.
Previous studies [25] [124] [57] [177] suggested that at higher temperatures, as the solution polarity reduces and the stability of the molecule structure weakens, the hydrophobic
residues of the inner core of the molecule become more exposed to aqueous solution. In
the other words, as the temperature elevates from 20 to 60 ◦ C [25] the number of water
molecules that escape from the inner region between two molecules increases. As HHC36 has a charge of +5, by increasing the temperature and consequently escape of water
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Figure 5.11: PMF wAA (r) of HHC-36 peptide-peptide in aqueous solution at T=325 K and
p=1 atm.

molecule between two HHC-36 peptides one may assume that the hydrophobic residues
attract each other more, whereas the charged residue will repel. As shown in Fig 5.11,
we observed that the repulsion between charged residues has been more influential in the
overall interactions between two HHC-36 peptides in solution.
Screening Effect
As previously mentioned, the system is composed of 63 N a+ and 63 Cl− ions to build a
physiological solution, and an extra 10 Cl− ions to neutralize the effect of positive charges
of the peptide. According to Debye-Huckel theory [41], the presence of the ions yield some
charge screening. The Debye-Huckel screening length D depends on the ionic strength I,
D2 =

8πβI


,

(5.10)
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where  is the dielectric constant of the continuum medium and I is related to the concentrations of the ions type j,
I=

1X 2
cj q j
2

,

(5.11)

where qj is the charge of the ion of type j. For a physiological solution of 150 mM ,
composed of N a+ and Cl− ions with the charges of the magnitude 1e, the Debye-Huckel
screening length D is ∼ 8 Å. While building the system in VMD, we have chosen the
distance between ions and other particles to be a minimum at 5 Å which is inside the
Debye-Huckel range for the concentration of the salt we have used, and results in screening
some of the positive charges of Args and Lys in the peptides, and consequently promotes
the peptides getting closer to each other.
In addition, the change in the temperature yields a change in dielectric constant of water
which affects the attractive electrostatic interactions between two HHC-36 peptides. As the
temperature increases, the water dielectric constant drops and the screening effect of water
reduces. As a result, the effective attractive well becomes shallower so that  has a smaller
value, whereas the effective diameter σ becomes larger.
5.3.3.v

Comparison of the Theoretical and Experimental B H

As stated in Sec. 2.3.3.iii, to obtain the theoretical enthalpy second virial coefficient
e (2.45) from the PMFs (Figs 5.10 and 5.11). We got
B H (2.79) we require to extract Bs

Be = (−4.9 ± 0.84) × 105 Å3 and Be = (−2.57 ± 0.54) × 105 Å3 at T= 295 and 325 K,
respectively.
As explained in Sec. 5.3.3.iv, the increase in the temperature resulted in a shallower
well and as a result , the value of Be is smaller, and the average interaction is relatively less
attractive at T= 325 K. As stated in Sec. 5.3.3.iv, the hydrophobicity and screening-effect
decrease by increasing the temperature, which is manifested in a shallower well of the PMF
e imply that
at T=325 K in comparison with the PMF at T=295 K. The negative sign of Bs
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the average interaction between two HHC-36 peptides is attractive.
e to calculate
To estimate the theoretical B H , we took the temperature derivative of Bs

the first term of Eq (2.79). Since the peptides are in the solution of water, with αB and χB
equal to ∼ 10−4 K −1 and ∼ 10−10 P a−1 respectively, the values of the other terms were
negligible (∼3% of the whole B H ). This gives a theoretical B H value of ∼ (−2.45 ±
0.9) × 106 Å3 . A comparison between the theoretical and experimental value ((−8 ± 0.9) ×
107 Å3 ) of B H shows a large difference, which probably results from lack of samplings
and statistical accuracy of the simulation results or inaccuracy of the experimental results
or both. However, both values agree qualitatively and have the same negative sign. The
negative B H value refers to an exothermic and enthalpy driven process of mixing. Yet,
there is not a good quantitative agreement between the theoretical and experimental B H
values with a factor of 40 discrepancy.
The ITC machine is not designed to generate high precision results at the infinite dilution limit. This had a huge impact on our experimental results as we are required to obtain
the enthalpy of the HHC-36 peptide-peptide interactions at the limit of infinite dilution. As
Tellinghuisen [157] explains there are two sources of random errors in ITC experiments:
(1) the extraction of the associated heat from the recorded data, and (2) the delivery of
the titrant volume Vinj from the syringe in each injection which yields proportional errors
as there are multiple injections. Also, we have not fit our data to any models which may
contribute to the statistical error.
Since simulating large complex systems is computationally expensive, the total simulation time run for each temperature has been 0.5 micro-second so far which may not
be sufficient to obtain statistically accurate results for our system. The PMFs obtained
at two temperatures of 295 and 325 K are in a qualitative agreement with the result of
previous studies for binary peptide-peptide interaction [168] and peptide-membrane interaction [158, 169]. Also, there is possibly a systematic error in the theoretical PMF due to a
relatively fast drift velocity which yields a large deviation from equilibrium.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Remarks on Future
Work
“A conclusion is simply the place where you got tired of thinking. ” Dan Chaon

Studies have shown that AMPs (antimicrobial peptides) with antibacterial, antifungal,
antiviral activities, known as the host defense, are sufficiently potent to substitute for traditional antibiotics [6], [131] , [111], [18]. CAMPs (cationic antimicrobial peptides) were
introduced as part of the host defense [64] and have drawn attention for their unique abilities to attack a bacterial membrane and not harm mammalian membranes [63], [132].
CAMPs are composed of charged and hydrophobic residues which promotes amphipathic
properties and yield the antimicrobial activity of CAMPs. Studies have led to propose the
mechanisms of CAMPs bactericidal activities [126], e.g., aggregating in the solution or
lying on the bacterial membrane, penetrating the membrane and forming pores.
The cationic antimicrobial peptide we chose to study is HHC-36 [26], which was
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synthesized by Cherkasov et al., has drawn attention [87], [88], [105], due to its unique
structure, dynamics and applications [123], [89]. With a very low cytotoxicity level and
a low MIC (minimal inhibitory concentration) [26], studies have shown that HHC-36 is
a good candidate to be loaded into a TiO2 nanotube and functions as a coating for an orthopaedic implant [88]. Also, Nichols et al. [123] and Nategholeslam et al. [120] have
investigated the HHC-36 peptide-membrane interactions and have carried out CD spectroscopy, ITC experiments and MD simulations. Due to the significance of the HHC-36
peptide-peptide interaction and peptides aggregation in the solution and on the membrane
in the process of attacking the bacterial membrane, we investigated the HHC-36 peptidepeptide interaction. Yet, simulating large systems is computationally costly. Thus, we
focused on the binary peptide-peptide interaction in the solution theoretically and experimentally.
The connection between the results of ITC experiments (Ch.3) and MD simulations
(Ch.4) had not been studied in the past. This study focused on the link by revisiting
McMillan-Mayer [112] theory and re-deriving the equations (Ch.2) for the semi-grand
canonical ensemble of statistical mechanics. In addition, we used thermodynamic relations to obtain some thermodynamic potentials such as the Helmholtz free energy (2.37),
Gibbs free energy (2.74), and the enthalpy (2.77).
We have run an ITC experiment to measure the binding enthalpy of HHC-36 [26] binary
peptide-peptide interaction in physiological solution with salt concentration of 150 mM . In
Ch. 3, we explained and showed the relation between the cumulative binding enthalpy and
the experimental enthalpy second virial coefficient (Eq (3.18)). In Sec. 5.2, we presented
our ITC data and calculated the experimental B H .
To obtain the theoretical enthalpy second virial coefficient, we needed to run MD simulations to calculate the PMF [5], by using nonequilibrium techniques such as the FR
method [93] and the OFR method [121] and implementing the SMD protocol (steering
molecular dynamic) [76].
To evaluate the OFR simulation [121] and analysis methods (bin-crossing) [69], we
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studied a toy model of sodium-sodium in water (Sec. 5.3.1) and found a good agreement
between our result and previous studies [100]. The PMF depicted in Fig. 5.6 showed attractive interactions between two positively charged sodium ions, which is in contradiction
with one’s intuition.
To validate the theory proposed in Ch. 2, we examined our theory for the simpler
system of two benzene molecules in water (Sec. 5.3.2). We carried out a series of benzenebenzene simulations in water in three temperature of 298, 303, and 308 K. However, we
just used two temperatures 298 and 308 K with 10 degree difference to calculate the temperature derivative of Be at 303 K and as a result we got large errors, due to the crude twoe
point derivative used for (∂ B/∂T
). Yet, our estimated theoretical enthalpy second virial

coefficient was in a reasonable agreement with the experimental enthalpy second virial
coefficient which we extracted from Hallen’s data [61] as reported by Vafaei et al. [162].
As previously stated, we aimed to investigate the HHC-36 binary peptide-peptide interaction theoretically by calculating the PMF at two temperatures of 295 and 325 K, extract
e and take the temperature derivative of B
e at 303
the semi-grand second virial coefficient B,

K to calculate the first term of Eq (2.79) which is about 97% of the total value for this case
with water as the solvent. The contribution of the other terms is ∼3% which is negligible
in this case. In Sec. 5.3.3.v, we reported a large difference between the theoretical and the
experimental values of B H and we discussed the possible sources of the errors by simulations and experiments, e.g, insufficient computing time, and relatively low precision ITC
data in Sec. 5.3.3.v.
Comparing the agreement between the theoretical and experimental results for the system of benzene-benzene in water and HHC-36 peptide-peptide in water implies that we
require to accumulate more data to reduce statistical errors. This study presented a new
version of McMillan-Mayer theory [112] (Ch. 2) and the validity of the theory was confirmed in Sec. 5.3.2 [162] for the case of benzene-benzene in water which showed a good
agreement between the theoretical and the experimental values of Be and B H . We will attempt to collect sufficient samplings by simulating the system of peptide-peptide in water
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for an affordable longer computational time and consequently by reducing the statistical
errors and acquiring more accurate averaged output data, we expect to obtain better agreement between simulation and the ITC experimental results.

6.1

Future Work

We are planning to resolve the experiment-simulation discrepancy. We will run the
simulations longer and double or triple simulation time to 1 or 1.5 µs. If the discrepancy
persists, we will check the forcefields and look for a more compatible force-field. If the discrepancy does not disappear, we may redo the ITC experiment. Furthermore, we intend to
decompose the HHC-HHC forces quantitatively into direct HHC-HHC forces, and solvent
induced (e.g., hydrophobic) forces. Also, we will decompose forces into electrostatic, dispersion, and repulsive overlap forces. Another future stage is to study the PMFs for more
than two peptides in solution. At that level, we need to implement coarse grain methods.
As well, coarse grain techniques are required for the case of two and more peptides on and
in membranes for the next stages.
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Appendix A
Derivation of Eq. (2.56)
In Sec. 2.3.3, we used some thermodynamic relations which we now derive. For the
first relation to be established, Eq (2.56), we write the quantity needed





∂µA
,
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chain rule as
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,

(A.1)

where here and in the rest of this appendix, if not indicated explicitly, all partial derivatives
are understood to be at fixed T , and we recall we need the various quantities in the dilute
solute limit cA → 0. For the first partial derivative on the right side of (A.1) , we use the
reciprocal relation
 ∂µ 
A

∂cB

cA

=

 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

cB

,

(A.2)

which is readily derived from (2.17) . For cA → 0, the derivative on the right side of (A.2)
is shown to be given by
 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

cB

=−

kB T
v∞
A
+
, (cA → 0),
c0B
c0B χB

(A.3)
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0
where v ∞
A is the solute partial molecular volume at infinite dilution, and cB and χB are

the pure solvent density and isothermal compressibility, respectively. The second partial
derivative on the right side of (A.1) becomes a pure solvent quantity in the limit cA → 0
and using the chain rule (∂c/∂µ) = (∂c/∂p)(∂p/∂µ), the definition of isothermal compressibility for (∂c/∂p), and (2.68) for (∂p/∂µ), is readily shown to be
 ∂c 

2

B

∂µB

cA

= χB c0B , (cA → 0)

(A.4)

From the last four relations, we thus find
 ∂µ 
A

∂µB

cA

= c0B (v ∞
A − kB T χB ), (cA → 0),

which is the relation (2.56) being sought.

(A.5)
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Appendix B
Derivation of Eq. (2.69)
The next relation we need to drive is (2.69) of Ch. 2, which is also (A.3) just above.
This relation can be derived using statistical mechanics/potential distribution theory [58],
and we give here an alternative derivation from thermodynamics The first term on the right
side of (A.3) is the limiting value of (∂µB /∂cA )p,T as seen from the Raoult relation (2.58).
The general relation between the derivatives (∂µB /∂NA )V and (∂µB /∂NA )p is
 ∂µ 
B

∂NA

NB ,V,T

=

 ∂µ 
B

∂NA

NB ,p,T

+

 ∂µ 



B

∂p

NA ,NB ,T

∂p 
.
∂NA NB ,V,T

(B.1)

Since µB is intensive, we can write the derivative on the left side as (1/V )(∂µB /∂cA )cB ,T .
On the right side, using the chain rule we write the first partial derivative as
 ∂µ 
B

∂NA

NB ,p,T

=

 ∂µ 



B

∂cA

NB ,p,T

∂cA 
.
∂NA NB ,p,T

(B.2)

In this equation, because µB is intensive we can write the first factor on the right side as
(∂µB /∂cA )p,T , and using cA = NA /V we find (1 − cA v A )/V for the second factor on the
right side, where v A is the solute partial molecular volume, so that we have
 ∂µ 
B

∂NA

NB ,p,T
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1 − c
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B
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.

(B.3)
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The second partial derivative on the right side of Eq. (B.1) is shown in Appendix C to have
the value
 ∂µ 
B

∂p

NA ,NB ,T

= vB ,

(B.4)

where v B is the solvent partial molecular volume. We re-write the last factor on the right
side of Eq. (B.1) using the anti-chain rule as


 ∂p 
 ∂V 
∂p 
=−
.
∂NA NB ,V,T
∂V NA ,NB ,T ∂NA NB ,p,T

(B.5)

On the right side of the last equation, the first factor is given by the definition
(∂p/∂V )NA ,NB ,T ≡ −1/(χV ) where χ is the solution isothermal compressibility, and the
second factor is, by definition, the solute partial molecular volume v A , so that we have


∂p 
vA
=
.
N
,V,T
∂NA B
χV

(B.6)

substituting the various derivatives we have found into Eq. (B.1) and cancelling a common
factor of 1/V gives the general relation
 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

cB

=

 ∂µ 
B

∂cA

p

(1 − cA v A ) +

vAvB
.
χ

(B.7)

where constant T is to be understood in the two partial derivatives here. In this relation,
when we take the limit cA → 0 for an infinitely dilute solution, the left side is what we
need in Eq. (A.3), the partial derivative on the right side becomes −kB T /c0B by the Raoult
0
relation (2.58), the factor (1 − cA v A become unity, and the last term becomes v ∞
A /cB χB .

This completes the derivation of (A.3) (and Eq. (2.69)), subject to proving (B.4), which is
done next.
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Appendix C
Derivation of Eq. (B.4)
To establish the last relation we need, Eq. (B.4), we start with the basic thermodynamic
relation for the differential of the Gibbs free energy dG,
dG = −SdT + V dp + µA dNA + µB dNB .

(C.1)

Comparing coefficients of dNB and dp and equating cross derivatives gives
 ∂µ 
B

∂p

NA ,NB ,T

=



∂V 
.
∂NB NA ,p,T

(C.2)

By definition, the derivative on the right side of the last equation is the solvent partial
molecular volume v B , and this establishes Eq. (B.4).
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Appendix D
Some Details on The Cluster
NA
Decomposition of WA(rA )
We give a few more details on the derivation of cluster decomposition (2.31) of the
NA
total effective solute potential WA (~rA
) up to the pairs term. Again, for simplicity we

consider monatomic molecules and pairwise additive vacuum potentials. In terms of the
solvent-induced part VA of WA defined by Eq (2.28), we want to show
D

e−βUAB

E
B

≡ e−βVA
P

−β(

=e

P

i

vAi +

i<j

(D.1)

vAi Aj +...)

,

where vAi and vAi Aj are defined by (2.33) and (2.36), respectively.
We write the total solute-solvent potential UAB as a sum of its contributions UA1 B ,
UA2 B , etc., from solute molecules A1 , A2 , etc., so that
D

e−βUAB

E
B

D

≡ e−β(UA1 B +UA2 B +...)

E
B

,

(D.2)

where the solute A-coordinates are fixed and the solvent B-coordinates are averaged. The
solution is assumed dilute such that only solute configurations with singles and pairs of
A-molecules need be considered. As an example, consider an A-configuration where A1 A2
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are a close solute pair, A3 A4 are a close pair, and the remaining solute molecules A5 , A6 ,
A7 , etc., are singlets. For this A-configuration, we group the terms on the right side of (D.2)
accordingly as
D

e−βUAB

E

D

B

E

= e−β(UA1 B +UA2 B ) e−β(UA3 B +UA4 B ) e−βUA5 B e−βUA6 B ...

,

B

(D.3)

In the averaging in (D.3), the exponential factors can be taken to be uncorrelated because
of the assumed isolation of the indicated pairs and singlets so that we have
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(D.4)
....

When we examine the definitions of vAi and vAi Aj in (2.33) and (2.36), we see that in (D.4)
a factor of e−βvAi arises for every A-molecule Ai ; the first average factor h...iB on the right
side of (D.4) generates e−βvA1 × e−βvA2 , the second average generates e−βvA3 × e−βvA4 , the
next average generates e−βvA5 , the next e−βvA6 , etc. A pair average factor e−βvAi Aj arises
from just the close pairs average factors in (D.4), i.e., e−βvA1 A2 from the first average and
e−βvA3 A4 from the second.
The general pattern should now be clear: the averaging in (D.2) generates a factor of
e−βvAi for every A-molecule and a factor of e−βvAi Aj for every close pair of A-molecules.
But because vAi Aj vanishes for large separation rij , we can include a factor e−βvAi Aj for
every solute pair, and thus replace e−β
how (D.2) has the form of (D.1) .

Pclosedpairs
i<j

vAi Aj

with e−β

Pallpairs
i<j

vAi Aj

. We thus see
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